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Tax Representations, Warranties, Covenants and Indemnification Provisions
in Merger and Acquisition Documents

by Ellis Wasson, Partner, Rutan & Tucker LLP

ax sections of merger and acquisition documents must be carefully drafted to
help ensure that the tax results of a merger or acquisition are consistent with the
intentions and expectations of the parties. The tax-related provisions should
address the structuring issues in such transactions, and also confirm the

negotiated allocation of costs related to known and unknown tax assessments for tax
periods prior to the closing date of the transaction. This article discusses and describes
tax provisions commonly used in merger and acquisition documents.

The transaction document may be prepared in a variety of forms. It may be an
agreement and plan of merger, an asset purchase agreement, or a stock purchase
agreement. Regardless of the form of the transaction documents, the agreement will
generally include three categories of tax-related provisions: (i) representations and
warranties, (ii) covenants, and (iii) indemnification provisions.

Tax Representations and Warranties
Tax representations and warranties concerning the prior tax positions of seller serve

multiple purposes with respect to the transaction. First, buyer’s obligation to close a
transaction may be conditioned upon the accuracy of representations and warranties as
of the closing date, so the tax provisions provide buyer with an option to close or not
close the transaction. In this regard, the process of negotiating tax representations and
warranties is often a key part of the due diligence process. Additionally, there is usually
a close connection between the language of the representations and warranties and the
indemnification obligations and protections of the parties. For these reasons, sellers will
generally want to limit the scope of representations and warranties with knowledge
qualifiers and similar limitations. Buyers will of course want to expand the protections
provided by seller’s representations and warranties as much as possible.

Fundamental Compliance Representations: At a minimum, seller will usually be
asked to represent that: (i) all tax returns have been filed in all jurisdictions in which
returns are required to be filed; (ii) all taxes indicated on such returns or otherwise due
have been paid in full; (iii) full disclosure has been made with respect to any accrued
but unpaid taxes; and (iv) there are no liens or other tax-related encumbrances on
target’s assets. Additional representations will be required concerning seller’s
compliance with filing information returns and withholding taxes from payments to
payees.

Due Diligence-Related Representations: Due diligence type representations and
warranties will vary significantly based on deal structure, but buyer will usually want
disclosure of all information indicating that seller may have filing obligations or taxable
nexus with any jurisdiction where seller has not filed returns. Seller will also be asked to
disclose the details of all tax audits, appeals, and tax litigation to which seller has been
a party, as well as the terms of any closing agreements, rulings, or other documents
binding seller to any tax filing positions or elections. Buyer will want disclosure of any
indemnification rights or obligations seller has with any third parties including any
parties with whom seller has engaged in prior merger or acquisition transactions.

Tax Attributes and Deal Specific Representations: Buyer will want assurances that
seller has accurately represented all tax attributes of target that transfer to, or otherwise
affect, buyer. These include the bases of acquired assets, accounting methods and
elections, carry-forward amounts, attributes related to consolidated return filings,
target’s inclusion in unitary groups and combined reports for state and local tax
purposes, and the existence of any special tax status of target or any affiliate of target.
Buyer and seller will both want assurances that the other party has not taken any
positions that are inconsistent with the negotiated tax structure of the deal. If target is
engaged in international operations, buyer will want a number of representations
confirming the jurisdictions of formation of subsidiaries, confirmation of where foreign
affiliates have permanent establishment, the existence of controlled foreign
corporations, target’s reliance on exceptions that allow target to avoid inclusion of
subsidiary income in the calculation of U.S. taxable income, and details of transfer price
agreements and similar related party arrangements. If target is an S corporation, buyer
will want to know if target has any prior Subchapter C earnings and profits, and whether
or not target has ever terminated its S election.

T Covenants
Tax covenants are enforceable promises the parties to a transaction make to each

other regarding future tax-related actions. These promises can be crucial in terms of
assuring the parties that the transaction will receive the tax treatment that was
negotiated. This is particularly true in transactions structured as tax-free
reorganizations, as these transactions can be very rigid in terms of formality, and failure
to abide by the requirements of applicable law can produce highly adverse results for
one or both parties. In many asset purchases, it may be important to have the parties
covenant that they will allocate the purchase price among the purchased assets in a
consistent manner. Other important matters covered by covenants include confirmation
of which party will be responsible for filing tax returns for the target, and confirmation
that payments of taxes will be made in a timely manner by the responsible party.
Additionally, it is often important to confirm on-going cooperation between the parties to
resolve any audit or tax controversy that arises after the closing of the transaction,
including assurances of access to records and other resources that may be essential to
allow the parties to defend against proposed assessments with which the parties do not
agree.

Indemnification
Tax indemnification terms are important negotiated provisions that may vary

considerably in transaction documents depending on many factors. Publicly held
companies, for example, because of regulatory and disclosure obligations, may be
unwilling to provide certain indemnities. Nevertheless, indemnification protection will
usually be viewed as essential by the parties, and in most deals the parties will be able
to negotiate reasonable indemnification terms. Buyers will generally want protection
from all taxes of the target or target’s business for all periods ending before or on the
closing of the transaction. Sellers will often seek to limit the indemnification commitment
to situations where a breach of a specific representation or warranty occurred. The
survival period of the indemnification will also be negotiated. Buyers will generally want
to be protected for at least as long as the statute of limitations remains open for potential
assessments. Issues can also arise as to which party will control the defense of a
proposed assessment related to a pre-closing tax period. A well drafted indemnification
provision will provide certainty as to how the defense of an indemnified claim will be
handled. Given the range of options available to the parties with regard to drafting
indemnification provisions and the potentially profound importance these provisions can
have on the after-tax economics of the transaction to both parties, indemnification
provisions are often some of the most extensively negotiated terms of the transaction
document.

Conclusion
Tax provisions are extremely important parts of the documentation of mergers and

acquisitions. Every deal is different, and the tax-related representations, warranties,
covenants, and indemnification provisions of each will vary based on the unique
circumstances of the transaction. In order to properly negotiate the terms of provisions
such as those described herein, the parties must be aware of all relevant risks and facts
concerning the transaction.

About Rutan & Tucker LLP
Rutan & Tucker has enjoyed a leading role in shaping Orange County and California

businesses and communities, today standing as the largest full-service business law
firm based in Orange County. With approximately 151 attorneys, Rutan & Tucker is
well-positioned to meet the legal needs of a broad range of clients doing business in
California and beyond. Rutan & Tucker represents a broad spectrum of clients, from

major multinational corporations and financial institutions to family-owned businesses
and private individuals; from high-technology and industrial enterprises to agricultural
firms; from real estate developers to governmental agencies, educational institutions and
charities. The firm’s practice extends throughout the United States and includes both the
representation of foreign companies doing business in the United States and domestic
companies engaged in activities abroad.

Ellis Wasson
Ellis Wasson is a partner in the Corporate, Securities and Tax

Section at Rutan & Tucker’s Costa Mesa office. His practice
emphasizes mergers and acquisitions, taxation, tax litigation,
financings and general corporate practice. His areas of expertise
include Taxation and Tax Controversy, Mergers and Acquisitions,
and General Corporate Practice. Wasson can be reached at
714.662.4619 or ewasson@rutan.com.
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Don’t Wait for the M&A Rush to Prepare for Your Business Sale
Learn about these common deal killers

by Larry Schultz, Partner, Hein & Associates LLP

ong awaited and predicted by participants in the capital markets, the middle-market
mergers and acquisitions comeback has yet to surface. The latest statistics by private
equity group (PEG) tracker PitchBook showed overall M&A down slightly during the
third quarter of 2013, while capital raising and PEG deal flow was lukewarm early in

the year.
Yet there are signs pointing to not only a return to higher activity in middle-market M&A.

Small company public shares have risen sharply. The vast amount of capital on hand by
both investors and large corporations will be put to work eventually as they return away
from fortress balance sheets and look to growth again. We anticipate that will filter down to
small company transactions, as in deals for companies with revenues of less than $100
million. PitchBook also reported that capital raising and PEG deal flow ticked up during the
third quarter of 2013, hopefully pointing to signs of things to come.

The question for the middle- or small-company business owner is will you be ready to
maximize the value of your company when the time comes? We are finding that many
businesses are not ready. Worse, deals are being killed during the due diligence phase of
transactions, during which a buyer has the right to closely test a company’s financial
performance, its information and reporting systems.

The reality is that a company that is operating on reviewed financial statements; one that
has not undergone an audit of its accounting system and risk management practices, or is
using antiquated financial accounting software, or none at all, is 18 months or longer away
from successfully completing a sale of the business. Therefore, if a business owner waits
until the M&A rush hits and anticipates a rosy valuation upon exit or attracting a private
equity growth sponsor, he or she may be in for a negative surprise.

If a company is seeking investment, it is preferable to have a sound financial reporting
system that is tested up front, as well as a risk analysis. One only has to look to the
Affordable Care Act’s Website fiasco to observe what happens when a system is not
adequately tested. The fall-out won’t be a national issue but it will likely torpedo a proposed
transaction.

Deal killers: What the experts say
Despite fierce competition for acquisitions, private equity groups are more cautious than

in the 2005-2007 period. Many of the PEG deals done before or after the Great Recession
did not pan out, putting more performance pressure on this round of capital raising and
investment. PEGs are doing their planning and due diligence very carefully.

“The best way for a business owner to derail the closing of a private equity investment
into a business is to surprise an investor during the due diligence process,” said David
Browne, partner at Marwit Capital, a private equity group. “Company owners should ensure
that all information supporting, or that could potentially undermine, the value of the
business is conveyed to a potential investor before price and terms are agreed upon.”

“It’s important to be forthright about the risk factors, including deficiencies in record
keeping, past accounting or tax issues, environmental exposures, current or past litigation,
customer or supplier concentration and possible key customer losses,” Browne said.

“While it may seem tempting to sidestep these issues, there is an inevitable price to pay,”
Browne said. “If they are discovered in due diligence, not only is there likely to be a
renegotiation of price and terms but it is also likely the deal itself will be placed in jeopardy.
If they are discovered post-closing, there will be claims for indemnification, which can pose
unexpected risks for the seller.”

Owners need to plan for their investment or exit opportunity. This is not a process that
can happen overnight, or when it’s a month out from a visit from a potential investor. It
starts with an initial audit that takes a business’s goals and industry strategic objectives into
consideration. The results of an audit could identify financial reporting weaknesses, gain a
competitive advantage and ultimately increase the value of the business. It might identify
the need to strengthen financial personnel, or to implement a new electronic data platform
(EDP) system. These can take time.

Validating your value
As you execute your M&A strategy it is important to consider the various methods to

validate your financial performance. Many companies are considering sell-side due

L diligence projects that can focus on historical financial results, including: 1) quality of
earnings; 2) revenue and gross margins; 3) cost of sales and 4) selling, general and
administrative expenses. The balance sheet can also be further analyzed to flush out
valuation concerns with accounts receivable and inventory or understated liabilities.
Additionally, a due diligence project will take a review of your company’s income tax status
focusing on federal income tax, sales and use tax, employment and property taxes. 

A financial statement audit can identify ways to reduce the risk of errors and irregularities
through developing a good overall control environment and adequate corporate governance.
It will also evaluate the control environment for the EDP system. It will consider access
controls through passwords, physical security and limited access to programs, and also
review procedures for backup systems, program documentation and disaster recovery. With
yearly audits, the company will be able to improve its overall financial reporting and reduce
the number of adjustments proposed by its auditor. Small to mid-size companies can
impress potential investors by documenting governance procedures from monthly
departmental meetings, board of director meetings, budget preparation and review to actual.

An audit will focus on and assess accounting policies, internal controls and practices
utilized by the company, and whether or not there have been changes to these policies
during the year under audit. Sound internal controls will ensure that; 1) subsidiary ledgers
and other accounts are balanced to the general ledger; 2) policies, procedures and job
descriptions exist for the accounting department; and 3) segregation of duties exist to the
extent possible.

An additional benefit of an audit engagement is a management letter issued by the
auditor. Although not always produced by the auditor, a company can request this as a
deliverable. The management letter can be used by the company to improve their business
processes. Proper planning is essential in generating good business advice. Meeting with
your auditor to develop a process for collecting potential comments for inclusion in the letter
to management is essential.

Don’t kill your deal before it is born
David Luvisa, managing director of the investment banking firm, Hunter Wise Financial

Group, said that clients who fail to provide comprehensive data to their investment banker in
advance of a sale are failing to plan for potential surprises during the due diligence period.

“You always want to carefully review and present company data to a buyer, not the other
way around,” Luvisa said.

In one recent situation that Luvisa was aware of, a company refused to provide critical
information, saying it was not available or possible to obtain. The deal was struck, but during
the due diligence process, the buyer was able to piece together information that the seller
thought was not possible. The information indicated the seller had product concentration risk
with a major customer who was undergoing a product change, presenting more risk than
previously perceived. It prompted a reduction in the purchase price and ultimately killed the
transaction.

The planning process is designed to address such issues. The customer concentration
needed to be addressed, but it would have taken a revamped sales effort at least a year to
achieve the goal of diversifying the customer base. It is not enough to ignore issues, as
eventually they show up, and usually exact a penalty.

About Hein & Associates LLP
Hein & Associates LLP is recognized as a leading accounting and advisory firm where

its people and clients share knowledge, thrive in a culture of teamwork, and build long-
term relationships deeply rooted in integrity. Hein serves public and private companies in
a variety of industries across the country from our offices in Denver, Dallas, Houston and
Orange County. We also serve clients globally through our alliance with associations of

independent accounting firms around the world. According to Accounting News Report,
Hein is ranked among the Top 25 auditors serving SEC registrants, and Accounting
Today lists Hein among the nation’s overall Top 100 accounting and advisory firms.
Hein has been named to Inside Public Accounting’s “Best of the Best Firms” list,
honoring only 25 firms for their management and superior operational performance.

Larry Schultz
Larry Schultz, CPA, is a partner and leads the Orange County

audit team of Hein & Associates LLP, a full-service public
accounting and advisory firm with additional offices in Denver,
Houston and Dallas. He specializes in SEC financial reporting,
assisting public companies with offerings and educating start-up
companies on overall financial reporting. Schultz can be reached
at lschultz@heincpa.com or 949.428.0288.
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Top 5 Reasons Accounting and Finance 
Professionals Select a Career Opportunity

by Ron Proul, CEO, Century Group International

s companies compete for highly sought after accounting and finance professionals,
they often turn to us for insights on what is important to top talent when making
career decisions. In our annual salary survey, we asked participants the main
reasons they selected their current career opportunity over others. While surprising

on many fronts, the answers make perfect sense from a community of career-minded
accounting and finance professionals.

Below are the top 5 reasons accounting and finance professionals gave for selecting
their current job:

5) Commute. All things being equal, limiting the time spent on the road is a deciding
factor for many professionals. This is just a practical matter for accountants and it does add
up. No matter how great the job, a long commute adds hours to a day that could be spent in
the office being more productive or at home. For professionals who realize they will have
peak workload periods, the extra effort to be productive is better spent in the office rather
than on the freeway.

4) Work life balance and flexibility. This has been a hot topic and became particularly
newsworthy this year when Yahoo’s CEO Marissa Mayer called every Yahoo employee in a
work-at-home arrangement back to the office. Employers are struggling to find a balance
between the synergies of having all employees on-premise and the unique personal needs
of key employees. In our constituents’ view, being in the office a reasonable amount of
time, and being able to manage your life with some flexibility ranks high on the list.

3) Compensation and Benefits. For accountants, you would think the numbers would
do the talking, but it turns out that is not necessarily the case. While compensation is
important, and in the top three, only one in six candidates reported compensation as the
number one criteria for choosing their current job. That leaves over 80 percent making the
choice for reasons other than compensation and benefits. Money can’t buy happiness for
all.

2) Company culture and fit with the management team. Most people spend more time
at work than at home so wanting to enjoy where you work shouldn’t be a big surprise. For
over 20 percent of our respondents, having the right culture, with the right management is
what it was all about. Candidates want to fit in with the company culture, management
team, values and mission. Professionals want to work with like-minded people in
ecosystems they can thrive in.

And the top reason for selecting their current job according to this year’s survey:

1) Growth opportunities and challenges. What’s in it for the candidate is just as
important as what’s in it for the company. Growth opportunities on both a career and
personal level; for skills, for advancement, for reward from a challenging job is the top

A reason candidates made their job selection. Motivated professionals looking to stay at the
top of their profession want to be challenged by their work and know there is an opportunity
to advance. Nearly 30 percent of all respondents cited this as the number one reason for
selecting their current job, demonstrating that candidates see a career opportunity as reward
for a job well done and an investment in the future.

Century Group has executed 15,000 searches in accounting and finance over the last
decade. As recruiters we are always searching for outstanding professionals to fill key roles.

Visit us at century-group.com to search or browse 350 current job listings and give us a
call at 800.337.9675 to request your copy of the Century Group 2014 Compensation
Report.

We’re Century Group
And we execute an average of 1,500 searches a year in finance and accounting.

Promptly. Precisely. Reliably. Delivering the kind of talent that doesn’t just make a team
complete. It makes it better. Century Group connects top tier finance and accounting
professionals to the companies that need them. That’s it. No operations directors or
marketing VPs or CIOs. Just finance and accounting, professional to executive level,

project to permanent. It’s what we know. And what we’re known for. With our singular
purpose, ongoing recruitment process and elite network of financial talent, Century
Group clients see results with unrivaled speed and accuracy. Which is why we see the
same clients again and again.

Ron Proul
Ron Proul is a noted expert on executive recruitment. He is

one of Southern California’s foremost executive recruiters and
CEO of Century Group International. He has been featured in
the Wall Street Journal Online, Fordyce Letter and Los Angeles
Business Journal. During his 23 years at Century Group, Proul
has completed more than 500 CFO, executive and
management searches for leading entertainment,
manufacturing, technology, real estate, and private equity firms.
Proul has served on numerous committees and boards and is
currently a judge for the annual CFO of the Year Awards.

Timothy Calley
Timothy Calley is managing director for the Orange County

practice office of Century Group and a member of the firm’s
Executive Recruitment and Interim Services practices. Based in
Costa Mesa, Calley manages key client projects and searches
in real estate, consumer products, entertainment, manufacturing
and financial services. Calley’s success in completing searches
and providing a valuable consultative service to his clients has
resulted in repeat business clients. Prior to joining Century
Group, Calley was regional managing director with an
international staffing firm where he ranked as one of the top
managing directors in 2011.
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Calculating Sales and Use Tax: 
How to Avoid 5 Common Implementation Pitfalls

by Scot Grierson, Partner, State and Local Tax, Grant Thornton LLP

alculating sales and use tax can be time-consuming and confusing. Complexity
increases as companies conduct business across tax localities where rules may
vary for every city, county and state, and rates and rules change often. Although the
objective seems simple — to pay the right amount to the right authority at the right

time — achieving this goal is not. The potential for errors abounds, including neglecting to
pay use tax on purchases when you should (on your purchases from an out-of-state
vendor, for example); misidentifying which services are taxable within your industry
(landscapers might need to collect sales tax on shrubbery installation but not on lawn-
mowing services); incorrectly applying sales tax (such as for labor or freight that is not
taxable in some states); or mistaking when to charge your customers sales tax versus
seller’s use tax. A miscalculation can increase projected costs and risk penalties as well as
create unhappy customers if they believe they were incorrectly charged tax, or unhappy
vendors if you short-pay the taxes they charge on your purchases.

To support a solid automated sales and use tax system, which can dramatically increase
your compliance with these requirements — as well as give you back your life — avoid the
following implementation mistakes.

1. Not having organizational buy-in. One of the biggest mistakes a company can make
is not obtaining buy-in from all parts of the organization, from sales and IT to tax and
accounts payable. Without it, and an overall plan with assigned roles and responsibilities,
implementation efforts may become riddled with problems. Inclusion of these groups during
the initial discussion of tax needs and solutions can help obtain buy-in. Understanding all
groups’ needs and processes, and compromising on some tax goals, can help seal the
deal.

2. Not assigning dedicated resources. Well-intended implementation efforts have
withered on the vine and died because no one followed up. People are busy, and when
there’s a lack of dedicated resources for something as large and complex as a sales and
use tax implementation, they lose focus fast. All those involved need to know their specific
tasks and the expected time commitment. Key players need to be given the time to
accomplish their goals.

3. Having unrealistic expectations. Sales and use taxes vary by jurisdiction, and
calculating them accurately is an integral part of an organization’s transactional data entry
process, whether related to a sales order and customer invoice or a purchase order and
accounts payable voucher. It may be too complicated or onerous on your non-tax business
processes to achieve 100 percent compliance for all these taxes. Setting realistic goals can
achieve business unit buy-in to a solution that significantly improves compliance.

u Sales tax – On the sales side, what you sell is limited by your organization’s
revenue streams, so automating these transactions is relatively uncomplicated. That’s good
news, because a fair target for sales tax is 99-100 percent accuracy, since not collecting
the right amount of tax from your customers could leave you paying out of pocket for the tax
amount on a sale. Given an average nationwide sales tax rate of 7.5 percent and net profit
margins of 7-10 percent, profit can be eliminated quickly if compliance isn’t up to snuff.

u Use tax – The purchasing side of the equation covers the gamut of what the
business may buy, and the business processes for procuring these goods and services
generally aren’t as tight as the process for selling to your customers. Purchases might
include equipment; real estate; software (possibly delivered remotely to multiple locations);
maintenance, such as lawn mowing and snowplowing; and services such as garbage
pickup, security and cleaning. Since the business processes may not always provide
enough information and the rules to determine use tax are increasingly complex, a goal of
100 percent accuracy may not be practical. A good target might be 80-90 percent, since
ultimately you will pay the tax on your purchases whether you pay your vendor, self-assess
or pay under audit. The foremost goals for use tax compliance on purchases are to meet
financial reporting obligations, and avoid penalties and significant interest costs on missed
accruals, as well as overpayment of tax on your purchases.

u Validating vendor-charged sales taxes – Validating vendor-charged sales taxes
on your purchases is also difficult. A vendor may have data you don’t — such as which
plant shipped a product or where an order was processed — that affects the local situs
(which locality’s tax rate or rates apply, or the application of seller’s use tax versus sales

C tax). For intrastate sales in Illinois, for example, order acceptance drives which local rates
apply, so a dealer approving orders in Kankakee would charge the Kankakee local tax rate
(which is 0 percent) in addition to the state tax rate of 6.25 percent. If you try to validate the
vendor’s charge, your determination may use the product ship-to address of your plant in
Chicago, which will add a 3.25 percent local tax rate on top of the state rate. Your calculation
now differs from the vendor’s, but the vendor’s calculation is correct because the vendor has
more data to properly determine the situs of the transaction.

4. Not having the right tax professionals involved in implementation. The right
people and departments need to be involved in implementing a sales and use tax system.
Some businesses rely mainly on an IT department to put together a third-party tax system,
yet the system may not be integrated into critical areas, such as billing. It’s much better to
involve tax professionals early on and to think through all aspects. Many organizations still
leave the review of transactions to the accounts payable department, which must decipher
line items on an invoice and determine tax based on limited knowledge, and sometimes
must determine whether the vendor or your system calculated the tax correctly.

5. Not thinking things through all the way to the end. Sometimes, trying to get the
taxes right without considering the end result can cause a mess. Validating vendor-charged
sales taxes, for example, is a worthy goal if your system needs to prompt accounts payable
clerks to short-pay tax on vendor invoices. But how will you handle vendor relationships
when your system prompts the clerks to short-pay potentially hundreds or thousands of
invoices, especially when, as noted previously, the vendor may be right and your calculation
is wrong? Similarly, requiring a sales tax-exemption certificate before making an exempt
sale is a worthy goal, yet how realistic is this procedure from a business process
perspective?

Not thinking things through to the end of the business process is similar to a “Finding
Nemo” moment: In the animated movie, the Tank Gang fish from a dentist’s office make a
bid for freedom by clogging the tank’s filter. The dentist must put each fish in a plastic bag to
clean the tank, and the fish manage to escape out an open window. They are proud of their
foolproof plan — until they reach the ocean and realize they are still in plastic bags.

Properly implementing an automated sales and use tax system can help your business
swim along happily and keep it from being trapped in your bag.

Tax professional standards statement
This document supports Grant Thornton LLP’s marketing of professional services and is

not written tax advice directed at the particular facts and circumstances of any person. If you
are interested in the subject of this document, we encourage you to contact us or an
independent tax adviser to discuss the potential application to your particular situation.
Nothing herein shall be construed as imposing a limitation on any person from disclosing the
tax treatment or tax structure of any matter addressed herein. To the extent this document
may be considered to contain written tax advice, any written advice contained in, forwarded
with, or attached to this document is not intended by Grant Thornton to be used, and cannot
be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the
Internal Revenue Code.

About Grant Thornton LLP
The people in the independent firms of Grant Thornton International Ltd provide

personalized attention and the highest-quality service to public and private clients in
more than 100 countries. Grant Thornton LLP is the U.S. member firm of Grant Thornton
International Ltd, one of the world’s leading organizations of independent audit, tax and

advisory firms. Grant Thornton International Ltd and its member firms are not a
worldwide partnership, as each member firm is a separate and distinct legal entity. In
the United States, visit Grant Thornton LLP at www.GrantThornton.com.

Scot Grierson
Scot Grierson is a partner in Grant Thornton’s State and Local

Tax practice and is based in the firm’s Irvine office. He has more
than 20 years of experience litigating tax matters, advising on tax
planning activities and managing audit disputes for clients in the
insurance, retail, telecommunications, real estate, e-commerce
and financial services industries. He is a former adjunct
professor at the Chapman University School of Law and USC
Marshall School of Business; current board member of the
California Taxpayer Association; and has Bar Membership in
California, Nevada and Washington, D.C.
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Following FASB
Leases, Revenue Recognition Proposals on the Horizon

by Andy Mintzer, CPA/CFF, CFE

here are two proposals making their way through the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) that will have far-reaching implications for most financial statements —
including those of private companies. Even though neither of these proposals has
been finalized, there seems to be little doubt that the major concepts have been

determined.
Since these accounting changes could affect all companies, you will be well served to at

least check in to see what the fuss is about.

Leases
What is the big change with lease accounting? The answer is easy: Capitalize (just

about) every lease!
Under accounting rules that have existed for eons, the majority of leased assets do not

appear on the balance sheet. Remember the good old days of calculating the net present
value of the initial lease payments and testing to see if that total equaled 90 percent or
more of the fair market value of the property? And remember all those finance companies
that offered lease terms equal to 89.9 percent of the present value just so the company
could avoid capitalization? Well those days will soon be gone.
The new rule will require that all leases with a “maximum possible term” of more than 12

months be capitalized — requiring that the asset and lease liability appear on the balance
sheet.

So after this becomes effective, any asset a business leases with a maximum possible
term of more than 12 months will be capitalized and the liability recorded. And if you think
this does not apply to some businesses because they have no intention of entering into
new leases, know that there will be no grandfathering of existing leases. That means all
leases will be subject to asset and debt capitalization, which could have some far-reaching
consequences for some contracts that refer to specific GAAP measurements, like bank
debt covenant calculations.

Although it’s certain that the leased asset and indebtedness will be capitalized, the
recognition, measurement and presentation of expenses and cash flows will depend on the
type of asset leased and how it is being used. The devil, as always, is in the details, and
you should study the proposal to determine how it applies to you. Also, consult with your
CPA for how these changes specifically affect your company.

FASB has not published an effective date for this standard. The board will consider the
effective date when it deliberates the final standard next year. It is possible that private
entities will be given a deferred effective date. You can monitor the status of this project at
www.fasb.org.

Revenue Recognition
FASB published its Exposure Draft on revenue recognition in 2011, and it is still

deliberating comment letters and feedback. If you’re concerned with private company’s
financial statements, know that you have some time to deal with this new standard. As of
press time, the proposed effective date for the revenue recognition standard for private
companies is 2018 (2017 for public companies).

T Among FASB’s overarching objectives in issuing the exposure draft for revenue
recognition was to reduce the number of specific GAAP pronouncements dealing with
precise, often industry-specific, revenue recognition topics and to issue principle-based
standards that can be applied across the board.

Unlike the proposal on lease accounting, which will likely cause changes to just about
every balance sheet, the revenue recognition standard might not change existing practice
very much. The new revenue recognition model will be as easy as 1, 2, 3…well, make that
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5!

Here are the five steps in the proposed standard for recognizing revenue for all entities:
1. Identify the contract (i.e. the enforceable rights)
2. Identify the separate performance obligations (i.e. what the vendor promises to do)
3. Determine the transaction price
4. Allocate price to the various performance obligations
5. Recognize revenue as the entity satisfies the performance obligations

Companies are advised to consider and evaluate the proposal to see what effect, if any, it
will have to their situation’s revenue recognition and disclosure.

Since this article has covered proposed accounting standards, there is the possibility that
final standards may differ. Consider this an early warning of potential changes to
fundamental GAAP concepts and practitioners are advised to obtain and read the final
standards when they are issued.

About CalCPA
Headquartered in San Mateo, Calif., with offices also in Glendale and

Sacramento, the California Society of CPAs (CalCPA) (www.calcpa.org) is the
nation’s largest state accounting organization and the largest CPA association in
California. It serves 40,000 members in private industry, public practice, education
and government. CalCPA works to increase the value and promote the integrity of
the CPA profession, contribute to the success of our members and strengthen
client, employer, public and government trust in CalCPA member advice, work

products and opinions. Make sure your CPA is a CalCPA member!
CalCPA’s Education Foundation, through innovation and in partnership with the

CPA profession, delivers quality education and builds knowledge to foster excellence
and advance CPAs and the CPA profession. The Education Foundation, a 501(c)3,
is the leading provider of continuing professional education for CPAs and financial
professionals. Through CalCPA Institute, a 501(c)3, members provide financial
literacy programs to high schools and community groups.

Andrew M. Mintzer
Andrew M. Mintzer, CPA/CFF, CFE is principal with Hemming

Morse LLP. Mintzer is vice chair of CalCPA, Chair of the Public
Policy Task Force and has served in many other leadership
capacities including the past chair of the Accounting Principles &
Auditing Standards Committee and the Forensic Services
Section. Mintzer has over 30 years of experience as a Certified
Public Accountant (CPA), auditing public and privately held
companies and providing litigation services. He is an instructor
for the National Judicial College where he teaches accounting, auditing and financial
reporting to federal and state judges.

Mintzer currently serves on the American Institute of CPAs Professional Ethics
Executive Committee and the International Auditing Standards Task Force. He
previously was a member of the AICPA’s Auditing Standards Board (ASB) and
Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC). In addition to being a CPA,
he is a licensed Canadian Chartered Accountant, a Certified Fraud Examiner and is
Certified in Financial Forensics (CFF).
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Trading with China in Renminbi
Balancing the benefits with the challenges

by Kjell Gronvold, Senior Vice President and Regional Manager, Union Bank 
and Carsten Heering, Director and Regional FX Sales Manager in Global Markets Foreign Exchange, Union Bank

ore and more companies are trading with China — the world’s second largest
economy following the United States. And the Chinese government is actively
promoting the use of its currency, the renminbi (RMB), in the financing of
international trade. The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) has been easing its

currency trading restrictions and allowing businesses to send, receive or hedge RMB
through an offshore market known as the CNH Market.

Helping U.S. companies take advantage of new trade opportunities
Union Bank’s foreign exchange specialists have been helping clients take advantage of

new international trade opportunities with China, providing the insights and services they
need to benefit from the recent developments.

Carsten Heering, Director and Regional FX Sales Manager in Global Markets Foreign
Exchange with Union Bank, notes, “Current RMB payments can be made using spot
transfers, which are received overseas within two business days. And future payments can
be managed using one of several hedging tools — the most common of which is the
forward contract, ranging from a minimum of 3 days to 365 days in duration.”

Gaining significant benefits
Buying RMB today for future delivery may result in a more advantageous exchange rate

than the current spot rate — enabling companies to lock in a meaningful cost reduction by
hedging their future payments. Other benefits include:

u Lower costs. Paying suppliers in local currency can potentially reduce the margins 
typically built in by Chinese businesses to protect themselves against adverse 
exchange rate movements.

u Greater certainty and reduced risk. U.S. firms can lock in a future exchange rate for 
the amount of China-based payables and receivables, reducing the impact of currency    
swings and determining costs in advance.

u Competitive advantage. Paying in CNH enables preferential pricing from suppliers 

M

About UnionBanCal Corporation & Union Bank, N.A.
Headquartered in San Francisco, UnionBanCal Corporation is a financial holding

company with assets of $105.5 billion at Sept. 30, 2013. Its primary subsidiary, Union
Bank, N.A., provides an array of financial services to individuals, small businesses,
middle-market companies and major corporations. The bank operated 422 branches in
California, Washington, Oregon, Texas, Illinois and New York, as well as two
international offices, on Sept. 30, 2013. UnionBanCal Corporation is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd., which is a subsidiary of

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, Inc.
Union Bank is a proud member of the Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group (MUFG,

NYSE:MTU), one of the world’s largest financial organizations. In July 2013, American
Banker Magazine and the Reputation Institute ranked Union Bank #1 for reputation
among its customers. Visit www.unionbank.com for more information.

©2014 Union Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. unionbank.com

Kjell Gronvold
Kjell Gronvold, Senior Vice President and Regional Manager,

oversees commercial banking in Orange County. His team
focuses on providing solutions to middle market and corporate
clients. Gronvold can be reached at 714-553-7102 or
kjell.gronvold@unionbank.com.

Carsten Heering
Carsten Heering is Director and Regional FX Sales Manager in Global

Markets Foreign Exchange with Union Bank. He can be reached at
800-325-9422 or carsten.heering@unionbank.com.

Using a forward contract hedge
The challenge: A U.S. company needs to pay its Chinese supplier and transfer the
funds in one month. The company is concerned about potential appreciation of the
RMB over that time and wants to lock in its cost now.

The solution: The company enters into a one-month forward contract on the CNH
market with Union Bank and agrees to set a rate it will buy a predetermined amount
of CNH for delivery in one month’s time. Upon settlement, the forward contract
matures, and the company’s supplier in mainland China is paid in the local currency,
called CNY. (CNH converts to CNY on a 1-for-1 basis when transferred from Hong
Kong or other overseas trading hubs to mainland China.)

because they do not have to worry about currency movements affecting the value of 
their receivables.

Managing the challenge of rules and values in constant flux
The regulations governing RMB trading, and the currency’s value, constantly change.

“Although the value of RMB was set by a direct peg of 8.28 to the U.S. dollar for more than a
decade up until 2005, it has appreciated about 25 percent against the U.S. dollar since
then,” notes Heering.

“The RMB’s value is set by the Chinese government via the PBOC and allowed to
fluctuate in a daily band. Currently, that band is +/- 1 percent of the daily fixing, but it is
expected to be as much as +/- 2 percent of the daily fixing by year’s end. This appreciation
can increase a U.S. business’s costs and lower its profit margins. Given the likelihood of
further RMB appreciation, companies may benefit from employing foreign currency hedging
strategies.”

Kjell Gronvold, Senior Vice President and Regional Manager in Orange County for
Commercial Banking adds, “Based on our foreign exchange specialists’ knowledge of the
Chinese foreign exchange market, we can outline various RMB strategies for clients,
utilizing a combination of spot, forward, and option contracts in the offshore CNH market.
We can also help clients access a wide array of sophisticated banking products through our
parent, the Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, and its branch network in China — a unique
advantage of working with an industry leader like Union Bank.”

If your company is exploring international business opportunities, rely on Union Bank for
the insights and experience you need.  Our team will work with you to choose solutions that
can help your company potentially lower costs, reduce risk and gain a competitive
advantage.

This and any other information or communication provided by Union Bank, N.A. relating to foreign currency, foreign
exchange and related products and services, whether written or oral, is not intended as (and shall not be deemed)
investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell any currency or other investment or instrument, nor shall it be
deemed an assurance or guarantee as to the results or expected results of any transaction. These materials are for
discussion purposes only. 

Market information is provided from sources deemed reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied,
is made as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and nothing contained herein is, or shall be relied
upon as, a representation, whether as to the past, the present or the future.

Foreign currency and foreign exchange products and arrangements, such as forwards, options, and swaps, are not
FDIC insured, and the risks of such products and arrangements should be understood prior to entering into any such
transaction.

Transacting in foreign currency such as offshore Chinese renminbi is subject to certain restrictions set by the foreign
jurisdiction of the foreign currency. Please be sure to understand those restrictions prior to entering into any foreign
currency transaction.
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Association for Corporate Growth Orange County Showcases 
Private Equity at 2014 Dealmakers Marketplace

hose looking for an early 2014 economic
indicator might consider heading to south
Orange County in mid-January for an event that
draws some of the nation’s top mergers and

acquisitions professionals specializing in the middle
market. The Association for Corporate Growth (ACG) -
Orange County Chapter, will host its 12th Annual
Private Equity Night on Tuesday, Jan. 14, 2014 from
5:00-8:30 p.m. at the St. Regis Resort in Monarch
Beach.

The “Dealmakers Marketplace” showcases deal flow
and features wine tasting for professional services
firms. It serves as ACG OC’s signature annual event,
consistently drawing more than 500 attendees from the
mergers and acquisitions community, including private
equity firms, investment bankers, attorneys, lenders,
business owners, chief financial officers, chief
executive officers and commercial bankers, as well as
the “Who’s Who” of the M&A market in Southern
California.

“The ACG Dealmakers Marketplace often signals the kind of year we might expect in
terms of private equity volume and transaction types,” said Gerik Degner, event chair and
partner at Alpine Pacific Capital
LLC. “At the end of the day,
however, the people who have the
greatest success here are those
focused on building relationships.
The deals under discussion are
often complex transactions that take significant amounts of time to bring to fruition. Our role
is to be a catalyst for those connections — and we’re continually thinking of new ways to
spark them.”

This year, more than 40 equity and capital firms from across the country will exhibit at the
event including: Alpine Pacific Capital; Bison Capital; BDO; BNY Mellon; Bunker Hill
Capital; CID Capital; Clearlight; Cole Taylor Business Capital; Cornerstone Capital
Holdings; Cyprium Partners; Dorsey; Duff & Phelps; Evergreen Pacific Partners; First
Foundation Advisors; Gen Cap America; GlassRatner Advisory & Capital Group; Grey
Mountain Partners; H.I.G. Capital; Hammond Kennedy Whitney & Co; Manatt, Phelps &
Phillips LLP; Mergers & Acquisitions; Odyssey Investment Partners; PitchBook; PNC
Business Credit; Riordan Lewis & Haden; Rutan & Tucker LLP; Seacoast Capital Partners;
Serent Capital; Shulman Hodges & Bastian LLP; Solis Capital;; Stradling Yocca Carlson &
Rauth; Sun Capital; Trivista Business Group Inc.; TSG Consumer Partners; U.S. Bank;
Vance Street Capital; VMG Partners; and Windjammer Capital Investors. A full listing can

T be found at www.acgoc.org.
“In view of the strong numbers our private equity event

typically pulls, it would be easy for committee members to
simply replicate those elements that have generated past
success,” J. Michael Issa, ACG Orange County chapter
president and principal at GlassRatner Advisory & Capital
Group. “To their credit, they always look for ways of
making it better — and this year they have done it yet
again.”

The Private Equity Marketplace Presenting Sponsors
include BDO, Dorsey & Whitney LLP, First Foundation
Advisors, Mergers & Acquisitions, PitchBook, Rutan &
Tucker LLP, Stradling Attorneys at Law, and U.S. Bank.
Event sponsors are BNY Mellon; Manatt, Phelps &
Phillips LLP; Shulman Hodges & Bastian LLP; and
TriVista. The Sommelier sponsor is Duff & Phelps, while
McGladrey LLP serves as the event’s Wine Glass
sponsor.

Admission to Private Equity Night is $135 for members
and $245 for non-members. For more information or to register, call 714.259.1224 or email
director@acgoc.org or access www.acgoc.org.

ACG-OC Platinum Sponsors include: Community Bank, Deloitte Corporate Finance
Group, Dorsey & Whitney, Hardesty, Hein & Associates, McGladrey, Stradling Yocca
Carlson & Rauth, and U.S. Bank. 

ACG-OC Gold Sponsors include ADP, Aon Risk Services Inc., Gibson Dunn & Crutcher
LLP, GlassRatner Advisory & Capital Group LLC, Grant Thornton LLP, MarketWired, Moss
Adams, Robert Half International, Union Bank, White Nelson Diehl Evans LLP, and Windes
& McClaughry Accountancy Corp.

The ACG-OC Academy Sponsor is SingerLewak; CEO/Corporate Leader Sponsor is The
Shepherd Group; Printing Sponsor is Meridian Graphics; New Member Sponsor is Snell &
Wilmer, and Women’s Event Sponsor is Comerica Bank.

About ACG Orange County 
Founded in 1954, the Association for Corporate Growth (www.acgoc.org) is a global

organization with 56 chapters involved in corporate growth, corporate development, and
mergers and acquisitions. ACG’s 14,000 members include professionals from private
equity firms, corporations and lenders that invest in middle-market companies, as well as
from law, accounting, investment banking and other firms that provide advisory services.
Learn more at www.acg.org.
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Federal Arbitration Act Trumps California Law — 
Arbitration Agreements and the Bottom Line

by Donald Morrow, Partner, and Ryan Fawaz, Associate, Paul Hastings LLP

ompanies doing business in California often complain they are besieged by
litigation. Various California statutes, such as the Unfair Competition Law (“UCL”),
the False Advertising Law (“FAL”) and the Consumer Legal Remedies Act
(“CLRA”), afford consumers and customers, and their lawyers, the ability to file

class actions that aggregate thousands of small individual claims into huge potential
liabilities for companies. These lawsuits can be time consuming, distracting and very
expensive. There is, however, a newly energized mechanism for companies to limit such
litigation: the arbitration agreement with class action waiver. Until recently, these types of
agreements were routinely struck down by California courts as being unenforceable —
evidencing a clear hostility by the California courts to waiver of a party’s right to a jury
trial. But a few recent federal court decisions, including one issued just weeks ago, have
construed the Federal Arbitration Act (“FAA”) to supersede state law in this area. The
courts in these federal cases upheld arbitration agreements with class action waivers,
thereby precluding class actions from being pursued.

This article will provide an overview of recent legal developments regarding enforcing
private arbitration agreements, highlighting ways in which challenges to such agreements
have come up short. It will also consider the significant ramifications of these
developments on companies doing business in California.

AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion: The Case that Started It All
In April 2011, the United States Supreme Court issued its opinion in AT&T Mobility LLC

v. Concepcion. 131 S. Ct. 1740 (2011). Plaintiffs in that case, customers of AT&T’s
cellular phone provider who resided in California, alleged that AT&T had engaged in false
advertising and fraud by charging sales tax on phones it advertised as free. Plaintiffs filed
suit as a class action, seeking to represent customers nationwide based on their alleged
harm of $30.22 each. Plaintiffs had signed a service agreement with AT&T that required
all claims be subject to arbitration and be brought in the parties’ individual capacity (i.e.,
they could not be maintained as a class action). Plaintiffs argued the arbitration
agreement was unconscionable and thus unenforceable under longstanding California
state court precedent. That argument had been successful in a series of California cases.

The Supreme Court flatly rejected plaintiffs’ argument. First, it noted that the FAA
reflects a “liberal federal policy favoring arbitration” and was passed (in 1925) in
“response to widespread judicial hostility to arbitration agreements.” Id. at 1745. Second,
the Court found that arbitration agreements must be placed “on an equal footing with
other contracts” and enforced “according to their terms” (i.e., states could not apply
special rules to arbitration agreements and another set of rules to other contracts, as
California regularly did). Id. at 1745, 1747. Third, the Court ruled that contracts of
adhesion (i.e., take it or leave it contracts that are not individually negotiated), which
include most retail customer contracts, are not unconscionable. Id. at 1750. Rather, these
agreements are enforceable even if “small-dollar claims … might otherwise slip through
the legal system.” Id. at 1753. Thus, plaintiffs were forced to arbitrate their claims on an
individual basis, not as a class action.

American Express v. Italian Colors Restaurant: The “Effective Vindication” Doctrine
Following on the heels of Concepcion, the United States Supreme Court took up

another challenge to arbitration agreements, this time under the so-called “effective
vindication” doctrine, when it decided American Express Co. v. Italian Colors Restaurant
this past June. 133 S. Ct. 2304 (2013). In that case, several merchants brought antitrust
claims on a class-wide basis against American Express, alleging it had improperly used
its monopoly power to force merchants to accept higher credit card fees for its card than
competing cards. The agreement plaintiffs had signed with American Express contained a
clause that required all disputes between the parties to be resolved in arbitration on an
individual basis and specifically prohibited class actions. The merchants argued the class
action waiver should be unenforceable because they could not seek “effective
vindication” of their antitrust rights if the arbitration agreement was upheld in light of the
fact that the maximum recovery for any individual plaintiff would have been roughly
$10,000, which was easily dwarfed by the attorney and expert witness costs of pursuing
an individual suit.

Again, the Supreme Court rejected plaintiffs’ argument and upheld the enforceability of
the arbitration agreement. The Court unequivocally endorsed Concepcion and the
requirement that arbitration agreements be “rigorously enforce[d]” according to their
terms. Id. at 2309. It reasoned that the “effective vindication” doctrine was concerned with
whether an arbitration agreement actually prohibited a right from being vindicated, not
simply if it was economically justified to pursue that right: “[T]he fact that it is not worth
the expense involved in proving a statutory remedy does not constitute the elimination of
the right to pursue that remedy. The class-action waiver merely limits arbitration to the
two contracting parties.” Id. at 2311.

C Recent Failed California Consumer Attempts to Avoid Arbitration
Notwithstanding the strongly worded opinions endorsing arbitration agreements with

class action waivers in Concepcion and American Express, California plaintiffs continued
to challenge such agreements in an attempt to evade the Concepcion holding. Twice in as
many months, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has come down on the side of enforcing
arbitration agreements for businesses. See Ferguson v. Corinthian Colleges, Inc., 733
F.3d 928 (9th Cir. 2013); Lombardi v. DirecTV, Inc., 2013 U.S. App. Lexis 23960 (9th Cir.
Dec. 2, 2013). Both cases involved consumer plaintiffs seeking to avoid arbitration
agreements with class action waivers. These cases stand for three key points.

First, the “effective vindication” doctrine, discussed in American Express, is limited to
federal statutes and does not extend to state statutes such as California’s UCL, FAL and
CLRA. Ferguson, 733 F.3d at *19; Lombardi, 2013 U.S. App. LEXIS 23960, at *3.
Therefore, plaintiffs cannot argue arbitration agreements are unenforceable simply
because the agreements apply to state statutory claims. Second, even when only one
party (i.e., the business) to an arbitration agreement is likely to enforce it, that does not
make the agreement unconscionable and unenforceable. Lombardi, 2013 U.S. App.
LEXIS 23960, at *3.

Third, and most importantly, even when plaintiffs seek injunctive relief under California’s
UCL, FAL or CLRA, arbitration agreements with class action waivers are enforceable.
Ferguson, 733 F.3d at *8. This is important because even after Concepcion, California
plaintiffs were able to avoid arbitration by seeking injunctive relief allegedly for the “public
benefit” under these California statutes based on a rule developed in the state courts in
the late 1990s. This afforded creative plaintiffs’ lawyers a way around compulsory
arbitration of their clients’ claims. But these recent Ninth Circuit cases eliminated this
exception to the rule. Ferguson, 733 F.3d at *21-23; Lombardi, 2013 U.S. App. LEXIS
23960, at *3. Thus, all claims (i.e., those seeking monetary or injunctive relief) that are
subject to arbitration agreements must be arbitrated according to the agreements’ terms.

The Bottom Line for Companies
The practical impacts of these legal developments for companies doing business in

California are significant:
u First, companies should consider including arbitration clauses, particularly ones that

include class action waivers, in their standard form contracts. 
u Second, companies that already utilize such arbitration agreements have strong

arguments for enforcement, which may in turn reduce overall legal expenses. 
u Third, the potential exposure in class actions involving thousands, or even tens of

thousands of claims, often force defendants to settle the cases regardless of the merits.
That exposure may be mitigated by arbitration clauses that preclude class litigation.

u Fourth, arbitration agreements that prevent class action litigation may impact a
company’s disclosure obligations under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. For
example, a case like Concepcion can go from being a potentially multi-million dollar loss
contingency that may need to be disclosed to a $30 individual action that does not.
Companies should contact their accountants for individual situations.

While companies doing business in California will likely continue to face various legal
challenges and court battles, they now can take full advantage of contractual arbitration
clauses that courts previously refused to enforce. This gives businesses the ability to
proactively limit their potential loss exposure and curb expenses at the same time.

Donald Morrow
Donald Morrow is a partner in the Litigation practice of Paul

Hastings and is based in the firm’s Orange County office. He
concentrates his practice in complex commercial and class
action litigation and has tried more than 40 cases to judgment,
both jury and non-jury. He is a Fellow in the American College
of Trial Lawyers. Contact Morrow at 714.668.6200 or
donaldmorrow@paulhastings.com.

Ryan Fawaz
Ryan Fawaz is an associate in the Litigation practice of Paul

Hastings and is based in the firm’s Orange County office. He
represents clients in all aspects of complex business and class
action litigation, including in the areas of fraud, breach of
contract, antitrust, unfair business practices and securities.
Contact Fawaz at 714.668.6200 or
ryanfawaz@paulhastings.com.
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hether subtle or dramatic, economic change is here to stay. Unpredictable
markets, unending tax reform and unrelenting policy challenges are not just
recent history but our new reality. They will also continue to be so for the
foreseeable future, as will countless other unknowns.

Yet many investors are overlooking this reality or limiting their focus to the most
immediate, top-of-mind economic and market issues. This failure to look toward the
future and see the full picture can lead to missed opportunities and lasting damage.
Investors should instead take a broader perspective, widening their view of today’s
realities while remaining vigilant about tomorrow’s. Only then can they regain — and
maintain — control of their portfolios and strategies, and fully prepare for what’s ahead.

In addressing this ever-changing-environment, it is important to consider the factors
that will continue to influence the economy in the coming days. Broadly speaking, these
can be categorized according to four macro drivers: Fiscal policy, monetary policy,
global growth and geopolitical dynamics. Investors who understand each driver and
plan for all four will be best positioned for future success.

Fiscal Policy: Taking Government Action (or Inaction) into Account
Fiscal policies that governments employ to manage their budgets such as tax reform,

growth in spending and the impact of higher taxes can influence economic growth.
Investors who remain unaware or inactive in the face of fiscal policy change expose
themselves to unnecessary portfolio risks and may unwittingly bypass opportunities.

In the midst of constant economic change, it is essential for investors, or their
advisors, to closely monitor fiscal policies — both in the U.S. and worldwide — and
decipher their potential impact on strategies. This attentiveness is particularly valuable
when crossing a landscape that is generally producing sporadic growth. By seeking
markets with differentiated fiscal policy discipline and actions, engaged investors can
both leverage the upside potential of positive changes and more actively navigate risk.

This policy watchfulness also can contribute to smarter decisions in other key
investment and planning areas. For example, investors can optimize their portfolios for
after-tax gains by adapting their portfolio structuring and asset location strategies to
changing tax rules. This could include actively harvesting portfolio losses, or integrating
wealth and investment planning decisions to optimize after-tax portfolio benefits.

Monetary Policy: Knowing What’s Current and What’s Coming
Monetary policy refers to the steps taken by central banks and regulatory bodies,

such as the Federal Reserve, to manage and control economic direction. Interest rates,
unemployment and inflation all derive from monetary policy.

How does monetary policy affect individual investors? On a general level, it is a
dominant driver of economic prosperity. On a more personal level, it influences
everything from asset pricing to an investor’s long-term purchasing power and ultimate
net worth.

For instance, the Fed’s ability to pump record liquidity into the market through its
asset purchase program was a key tool in keeping interest rates low and encouraging
economic growth. However, it also had potential to mask fundamental weakness and
risk at the sector or company-specific level.

Discerning those areas to avoid in such an environment is just as important as
identifying and seizing true opportunities and change that the Fed is trying to initiate.
Now, of course, as the Fed is poised to end these unprecedented policies, higher
interest rates are once again on the horizon. Yet many investors fail to realize how
interest rates, and eventually, inflation, can impact a portfolio. Consider investors who
continue to cling to the “safety” of bonds, regardless of the fact that bonds tend to be
highly sensitive to interest rate changes. If an investor owns a $5 million bond portfolio
and interest rates rise 2 percent over a five-year period, that portfolio could lose
$600,000 and end up worth only $4.4 million (assuming withdrawal of income). Factor
in inflation and the real value of the portfolio drops even further, to just $3.9 million1.

Global Growth: Catching the Waves Beyond U.S. Shores
Global growth comprises all the factors — both positive and negative — that

contribute to the pace and effectiveness of economic improvement and prosperity in
diverse markets worldwide. It is driven by many elements, including economic
strategies, deleveraging actions and revenue growth policies of governments around
the globe. As these factors unfold and intertwine, they can directly impact investment
opportunities and strategies related to capital appreciation, asset allocation and, of
course, risk management.

Despite the undeniable influence of global forces, many investors fail to
comprehensively consider economic changes, trends and opportunities outside the U.S.
Even those who look beyond America’s borders may confront a mystifying set of
challenges, finding it difficult to discern the differences between countries or anticipate

W the economic impact of a government’s actions — or inaction.
These limitations can lead to under-exposure in high potential investment areas,

including alternative asset classes and emerging markets, which can play an important
role in diversification and risk control. In some cases, such oversights can lead to
overexposure to countries or markets whose inherent challenges will continue to impact
growth and generate risk for the foreseeable future.

To navigate this complex terrain, investors should carefully evaluate opportunities on a
country-by-country, region-by-region and sector-by-sector basis. While doing so, it is
important to not let a view of one country or sector blanket one’s perspective of others.

In evaluating investment opportunities — and risks — it also is wise to look beyond
obvious measures, such as GDP, to factors such as market return, debt and political
policies. A market may outperform or underperform for any number of reasons. The key
to success, especially in a complex or changing environment, is to look beyond
traditional measures of growth to identify true potential.

Countless factors can have a dramatic impact on investment portfolios: Diverging
global growth trends between — and within — countries and global economies; “bounce
back” opportunities as growth stabilizes or momentum is gained in certain markets; and
the crushing downstream impact a global growth pickup could have on traditional
sources of yield, such as longer duration bonds.

Equally crucial is maintaining a point of view that looks ahead rather than behind.
Relying on past data as a guide to the future is a losing proposition, especially now. The
world today is a very different place than it was a decade ago. When creating a portfolio
strategy, modern expectations should not be based on yesterday’s events.

Geopolitical Dynamics: Navigating an Interconnected World
As the term implies, geopolitical dynamics are the ever-changing geographic and

political factors that influence national, regional and global economies. These include
energy issues, changing demographics, conflict, socioeconomic issues and so on.
These dynamics can affect portfolios by sending shock waves through capital markets,
presenting unexpected opportunities, and creating direct or indirect risks. Often, these
dynamics change in unforeseeable ways.

Not that long ago, any given country’s economic challenges were primarily self-
contained, and global conflict was not broadcast the minute it occurred. Not anymore.
Combine the speed and unpredictability of geopolitics with the interconnected nature of
today’s world and the implications are enormous.

Investors may not realize that even small tremors in one country’s economy can cause
aftershocks elsewhere. Any global event has potential implications for an individual
portfolio. For example, if China’s long-term projected growth remains on target, the
country eventually will become the world’s largest economy. Tied to that growth is
China’s evolution from an export economy to one driven by consumers. The
opportunities and risks that will arise as a consequence are virtually limitless.

It is important to maintain a balanced view of geopolitical dynamics. That means
incorporating both the positive and negative influences at play. Consider the benefit of
U.S. energy independence along with the potential impact of turmoil in oil-producing
Middle East countries. Weigh the positive implications of demographic and
socioeconomic trends in emerging markets against the potential negative impact of slow
or stagnant growth in developed markets.

Using Economic Change to Your Advantage
To manage economic change effectively, investors must incorporate all four macro

forces — fiscal policy, monetary policy, global growth and geopolitical dynamics — into
their investment and wealth plans. In addition, they must accept that economic change
is here to stay and will only grow increasingly complex in the coming years.

Those who acknowledge the relentless nature of these changes and build thoughtful
plans that can be adapted as needed will more successfully navigate our uncertain
economic world — and more readily capitalize on its certain opportunities.

1As of 4/30/13 based on the S&P Municipal Bond Index – long/intermediate bonds with 5.34 year duration and
2.5 percent per annum inflation.

The information provided is for illustrative/educational purposes only. This material is not intended to constitute
legal, tax, investment or financial advice. Effort has been made to ensure that the material presented herein is
accurate at the time of publication. However, this material is not intended to be a full and exhaustive explanation of
the law in any area or of all of the tax, investment or financial options available. The information discussed herein
may not be applicable to or appropriate for every investor and should be used only after consultation with
professionals who have reviewed your specific situation.

BNY Mellon Wealth Management conducts business through various operating subsidiaries of The Bank of New
York Mellon Corporation.

©2013 The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. All rights reserved.

Managing Economic Change
Are you ready for what’s ahead?
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Wells Fargo in Orange County
by Paul A. O’Mara, Senior Vice President and Regional Manager, and Patty Juarez, Senior Vice President and Regional Manager, Wells Fargo

he business economy in Orange County will continue to grow in 2014
California economic trends support continued slow and steady growth. Earlier this

quarter, California added 39,800 jobs, with gains in government and leisure and
hospitality, with retail trade leading the way. Employment is up, signifying that

business continues its recovery. The U.S. economy increased at a 2.8 percent pace in the
third quarter, with business intense areas such as Orange County performing better.

Economic growth in 2014 is expected to pick up more momentum led by improving
consumer spending, business fixed investment and homebuilding. Interest rate-sensitive
sectors in the economy are also getting a lift from lower long-term interest rates. The gray
area, however, is how much fiscal and monetary policy uncertainty will weigh into business
spending plans in the coming year. Notwithstanding the recent governmental shutdown,
payrolls continue to far outpace consensus.

The United States’ economic activity held up surprisingly well in the third quarter with real
GDP rising at a 2.8 percent pace, which is in line with the 2.5 percent rate in the second
quarter. Looking to the year ahead, we expect real GDP to rise at a 2.3 percent pace.

In Orange County, over the last several years, we saw middle-market companies doing a
lot of “belt-tightening” given the economic downturn. We saw significant expense
reductions, personnel layoffs, and capital investments put on hold by companies in order to
preserve cash and or curb losses.

However, over the past couple of years we are seeing an emergence and steady uptick in
middle-market business activity. Loans have grown double digits over the past few years.
Companies are hiring, 2013 saw steady growth in equipment purchasing and real estate
acquisition, and that confidence continues to grow.

Your business is our business
Since 1852, Wells Fargo has been a symbol of strength and stability for American

companies. When you work with us, you know you’re working with an industry leader that
has remained reliable and innovative for more than 160 years. Our strong balance sheet
and capital position allow us to lend consistently, through all market conditions.

The rising cost of healthcare, the ability to maintain margins, and the cost of doing
business were the top challenges cited by middle-market business owners in a 2012 study
by the National Center for the Middle Market. Although these are common obstacles, every
company has its own unique financial challenges. That’s why Wells Fargo Commercial
Banking relationship teams start with a conversation. When you work with us, you’ll work
with a dedicated local team that will take time to learn your business — your growth
opportunities, challenges, operations and leadership team. Armed with that knowledge, we
can then recommend the services and solutions to help your company achieve its goals.

Today, Wells Fargo has the largest share of lead relationships with middle-market
companies and the largest overall share of middle-market relationships. We serve
businesses with annual revenues starting at $20 million in just about every industry,
including manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, distributors, importers and service
companies. We also have specialized teams with expertise in food and agribusiness,
technology banking, waste and recycling, beverage, heavy equipment dealers, and investor
real estate.

We provide customers access to working capital to help you maintain your day-to-day
operations and also offer the financing you need to pursue your plans for growth. Plus, our
comprehensive suite of products and services gives us the flexibility to meet the full
spectrum of your needs as your business grows and evolves over time. Our capabilities
include:

u Tailored financing: Find the financing that will keep your operations going. We can 
customize traditional loans (revolvers or term), letters of credit, asset-based lending 
and equipment finance programs.

u Treasury management: Whether your treasury needs are domestic or international, 
we can help with corporate purchasing cards, depository services, and disbursement 
and payables services.

u Risk management: With fluctuations in the economy and increasing globalization, 
companies today face more risks than ever. We can help with foreign exchange 
hedging cross currency swaps, interest rate hedging, commodity hedging (energy, 
metals and agricultural) and insurance solutions.

u Investment and pension/401(k) management: We can help you support your 
employees’ investment goals and ease your administrative burden with centralized 
asset management, discretionary and nondiscretionary investments, and trustee and 
administrator services for pensions and 401(k) plans.

u Investment banking and capital markets services: Through Wells Fargo Securities, 
we offer investment banking advice and access to the financial markets through our 
equities and fixed income sales and trading services.

u International services: Stay competitive and expand internationally with cross-border 
lending, foreign exchange and trade financing.

u Employee benefits programs: Recruit and retain the best employees — and reduce 
overall costs — with high-quality benefits packages. We offer retirement plans, benefits 
consulting, flexible spending accounts, health savings accounts and more.

T u Business valuation and succession planning: If you are thinking about selling or 
retiring, we can help you determine what comes next.

Teams dedicated to your industry
We understand that when you’re defining your financial goals, it’s essential to work with a

financial services provider that understands your industry. For that reason, Wells Fargo
Commercial Banking has specialized teams with years of experience serving specific
industries. Because these dedicated teams have expertise in the industries below, they’re
able to hit the ground running with you and recommend the financial products and services
that are best for your business.

When you work with Wells Fargo, you work with an industry leader

u #1 Commercial Bank – Orange County Business Journal
u 120+ regional commercial banking offices nationwide
u #1 share of lead banking relationships with middlemarket companies in the U.S. (2012), 

TNS Commercial Banking Momentum Monitor
u #1 share of middle-market customers in the U.S. (2012) — TNS Commercial Banking 

Momentum Monitor
u #1 lender (provider of credit services) to middle-market companies in the U.S. (2012) — 

TNS Commercial Banking Momentum Monitor
u #1 lender to agribusiness (2012) — FDIC data
u Excellence in Middle Market International Banking Services (2012) — Greenwich 

Associates
u 5th largest insurance broker in the world (2012) — Business Insurance
u Best Corporate/Institutional Internet Bank in North America (2012, second consecutive 

year) — Global Finance Magazine
u Top 20 Biggest Public Companies in the World (2012) — Forbes
u 26th in Revenue Among All Companies in All Industries (2012) — Fortune
u Largest U.S. bank by market capitalization — Capital IQ

Paul O’Mara
Senior Vice President and Regional Manager

Paul O’Mara is a senior vice president and regional manager for
Wells Fargo Regional Commercial Banking, managing the Irvine
office and overseeing a team of 27 professionals who provide the
bank’s wide array of products and services to middle-market
businesses in Orange County. Prior to assuming his current role as
regional manager, O’Mara was divisional sales manager for Wells
Fargo Commercial Banking, covering the Midwest and
PennDel/Eastern Canada Divisions based in Chicago. Before
joining Wells Fargo, O’Mara was deputy credit manager at
Northern Trust and also spent 20 years at Continental Bank/Bank of America as a
market executive for the middle-market lending division in Chicago. O’Mara earned his
bachelor’s degree in finance from Eastern Illinois University. He is a member of the
University of California, Irvine Chief Executive Roundtable, the UCI Dean’s Advisory
Board, and is actively involved in Orangewood Children’s Foundation. O’Mara can be
reached at 949.251.4152.

Patty Juarez
Senior Vice President and Regional Manager

Patty Juarez is a senior vice president and regional manager for
the Wells Fargo Regional Commercial Banking Office in Orange.
Patty oversees a team of commercial banking professionals that
develop business relationships with middle-market companies in
the North Orange County region that have annual revenues
greater than $10 million. Juarez joined Wells Fargo in 1995 as a
financial analyst and served in a variety of positions until being
promoted to loan team manager and finally regional manager for
the Orange regional office in 2003. Juarez earned her bachelor’s
degree in business with an emphasis in accounting from the University of California,
Berkeley, and her MBA in business administration from St. Mary’s College of
California. She is chair of the Orange County Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, sits on
the Orange County CASA board, is on the Leadership Council for THINK Together and
sits on the Dean’s Board of Counselors for Chapman University’s school of business
and economics. Internally, Juarez mentors team members throughout Wells Fargo,
assists with the company’s diverse candidate recruitment, and is part of the Women’s
Leadership and Diversity Councils for Commercial Banking. Juarez can be reached at
714.712.2500.
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FAST FACTS
Cox Business is a division of Cox Communications, a Fortune 500 company with more than 6 million residential and commercial customers. The company offers high-speed

Internet services; switched voice and long-distance services; and dedicated voice, data, TV and transport services for home offices, small, medium and large-sized businesses,
school districts and hospitality, government and military properties in 28 markets across the nation.

For more information about the telecommunication solutions offered by Cox Business, visit www.cox.com or please call us at 866.906.9738.

How Cloud Voice Can Improve Your Business in 2014
n many ways, the responsibility of managing your small
business has become much more complicated in the last
several years: Consumers have become savvier, competition
has tightened and organizing marketing efforts has grown

more complicated. The days of small mom-and-pop
establishments operating in a local landscape are over, as the
age of an international playing field has dawned.

Of course, this has caused some frustrating growing pains for
many small businesses, who wonder how they can compete on a
global stage without bottomless reservoirs of funding and an extensive workforce.
Fortunately, several tools have emerged that can help even the youngest companies build
top-shelf business operations, and many of them are cloud based. 

Down from the cloud
In a few short years, the cloud has grown into one of the most useful and dynamic tools

for small businesses. It has allowed companies to store documents off site, capitalize on
costly software and create an extensive catalogue of all incoming and outgoing emails.

One new cloud capability, however, may turn out to be more important than all of those
other features. Cloud voice systems have become essential for companies that want to
control costs, increase stability and improve productivity. With a wealth of capabilities - and
the list is growing each day - these cloud-based systems make it possible for small
businesses to have the most cutting-edge tools at their fingertips, often without any
additional hardware or prohibitive upfront costs.

Leveling the field
In the past, small businesses often had a ceiling that kept them from getting too big or

more efficient. Without an infusion of capital or a stroke of unprecedented luck, most
businesses were constrained by their circumstances. However, inexpensive and easy-to-
use technology has changed this, and the cloud is the latest example. 

The cloud has become a necessary component in most businesses’ strategies. Cloud-
based telephone systems, which offer a bounty of features and greater convenience and
stability than traditional phone systems, are the latest in this line of improvements. Since
their inception, cloud voice systems have become essential components of tens of
thousands of businesses. However, the question remains: How do you know if cloud voice
is right for your business?

VoiceManager IP Centrex from Cox Business is an advanced cloud-based hosted VoIP
phone system that delivers business-grade voice service over Cox’s private network. It’s the
right answer for businesses looking for flexibility in their communications platform. Keep reading
below on how cloud voice systems like IP Centrex can optimize your business in 2014: 

Never lose information
Losing an essential voice mail or experiencing a disruption in phone service are two of

the biggest fears of many businesspeople. These potential snags can have serious
repercussions for a business’ bottom line and client relations.

Cloud-based voice systems like IP Centrex from Cox Business eliminate these risks.

I Because they are managed through professional firms and carried
out over the internet, cloud voice systems are much more reliable
than traditional phone lines. Furthermore, because an archive of
all voice messages is kept and organized automatically,
permanently losing that all-important message is a worry of the
past.

Save money
With such important capabilities and features, you’d think that a

cloud-based telephone system would be prohibitively expensive for most small businesses.
However, with no special hardware required and few, if any, upfront costs, that is not the
case. VoiceManager IP Centrex from Cox Business has a single monthly fee and multiple
packages, which makes them perfect for cost-conscious small businesses. Cloud-based
systems in general, and cloud voice in particular, are great ways for businesses to reduce
overhead and save money. Because of this, almost every aspect of business operation is
likely to migrate to the cloud sooner rather than later.

Become more efficient
In addition to saving money, cloud-based phone systems like VoiceManager IP Centrex

can also help companies become more efficient. The role of business telephones has
changed radically over the past few years, which meant that phone systems have had to
become more complicated and difficult to use. Remotely accessible voicemail, elaborate
conference calls and call-forwarding technology are all essential for businesses, which has
often led to unwieldy, overly complicated phone systems. Cloud voice systems alleviate
many of these problems by creating a streamlined, professionally hosted infrastructure that
is much more easily managed than outdated phone systems.

Become more flexible
It’s not only phone systems that are changing, however. Most companies, especially small

ones, are operating in fundamentally different ways than their forebears. This is especially
evident in the growing number of off-site and freelance workers. While this situation has
helped companies operate on a more global, decentralized level, is has also made inter-
team communication more difficult.

This, too, can be solved with cloud-based phone systems. Regardless of where
employees are conducting business, they can use these phone systems to redirect phone
calls, convert voice mails into emails, use simple extensions and share numbers. For
executives, the impact of cloud voice systems on managing a remote workforce cannot be
overstated.

As business in the 21st century continues to evolve, tools like VoiceManager IP Centrex
from Cox Business can help small businesses stay up to speed and at the forefront of the
changes.

Will your business migrate to a cloud-based voice system in 2014? Talk to a Cox
Business Solutions Consultant to learn how Voice Manager IP Centrex can help improve
your business. Call 866.906.9738 or visit www.coxbusiness.com.
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Preparing for the Unexpected: 
The Ins and Outs of Buy-Sell Agreements

by Christopher A. Lapple, LUTCF, Vice President, Regional Insurance Consultant, Comerica Insurance Services Inc.

ou’ve worked hard to build your company and you have a solid business plan in
place to chart its growth. But do you have a plan that prepares for your death,
disability, or retirement — or for that of your partner(s)? 

Rebounding from such an unforeseen
event is not the time to wonder how you would
raise the cash to buy out a deceased
colleague, deal with a surviving spouse who
inherits a partnership or shares of the firm, or
provide for a disabled partner who still needs
income but cannot work. To properly prepare,
your company’s overall succession plan should
contain a buy-sell agreement that gives clarity
to its future disposition.

“A buy-sell agreement is drafted by an
attorney and stipulates that, at death,
retirement, disability, or other departure of a
principal, to whom his or her share of the
business must be sold and at what price,”
explains Christopher A. Lapple, LUTCF, Vice
President, Regional Insurance Consultant,
Comerica Insurance Services Inc.

By answering these questions upfront,
Lapple says a buy-sell agreement can help
mitigate conflict, speed up the transition, and
make sure that the business continues without
the loss of revenue, assets, or clients. Buy-sell
agreements also give banks confidence in the knowledge that a company’s future
management has been pre-approved and is not in limbo. “Banks feel more comfortable
when there’s a buy-sell agreement in place because they know that there is a plan,”
Lapple says.

Considering the substantial value of most middle market companies, one of the first
questions to consider when drawing up a buy-sell agreement is how to fund it. Even
with only two partners and a valuation of $1 million, scraping up $500,000 on short
notice to buy out a deceased partner’s position can be devastating to cash flow.

Lapple explains there are generally three methods of funding a buy-sell agreement:
write a check, which is not preferred because it may require liquidation of valuable
assets; borrow the money, which increases debt and can impair the credit rating; or

Y purchase an insurance policy that pays out at the time of the event. He explains the
“term life” insurance option is one of the most popular. “If I need to set aside half a
million dollars, I can transfer that risk to the insurance company for a relatively small
premium,” he says.

Selecting the appropriate buy-sell strategy depends largely on the size of the
business. In a two-person partnership, a “cross purchase” is used where each person
buys a life insurance policy on the other, with each being the other’s beneficiary. A
larger organization may construct an “entity purchase,” in which the company buys the
policy and receives the proceeds, which are then paid out to the insured’s estate in
return for their shares. A “wait and see” strategy, the least common, is often used when
a company’s valuation has not been determined or when a tax situation is unclear.

Lapple says many succession plans ignore the prospect of a principal becoming
disabled. “For example, what happens if I have a stroke and I can’t work 40 hours a
week, but I still need my paycheck?” he says. “Disability income insurance inside a buy-
sell agreement is critical to take care of that disabled partner so that there isn’t cash
flow pressure on the business to keep him on the payroll. The income that he was
getting would be re-directed to the person who takes his place.” An additional life
insurance policy to eventually purchase that person’s interest in the company is also
recommended.

A buy-sell agreement is only as effective as the value that has been placed on the
organization. Valuation is a critical factor in determining the cost of an owner’s share of
the business, and without one the owner may not realize the true market value of his or
her stock in the event of a death, divorce, or sale of the business. Setting a realistic
value also reduces the likelihood of being challenged by the IRS.

“The IRS is going to want to know the value of the business in my estate,” Lapple
explains. “If you don’t determine a value for the business, the IRS will help determine it
for you, and that’s not what you want to happen.”

To further discuss buy-sell agreements, Chris Lapple can be reached at 818.610.3843
or calapple@comerica.com.

Comerica Bank. Member FDIC. Equal Opportunity Lender.

Comerica Wealth Management consists of various divisions and affiliates of
Comerica Bank, including Comerica Bank & Trust, National Association; World
Asset Management Inc.; Wilson, Kemp & Associates Inc.; Comerica Securities Inc.;
and Comerica Insurance Services Inc. and its affiliated insurance agencies. World
Asset Management Inc., Wilson, Kemp, & Associates Inc., and Comerica Securities
Inc. are federally registered investment advisors. Registrations do not imply a
certain level of skill or training.

Comerica Bank and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advice. Please consult a
tax advisor regarding any tax issues.

Non deposit Investment products are not insured by the FDIC; are not deposits or
other obligations of, or guaranteed by Comerica Bank or any of its affiliates; and are
subject to investment risks, including possible loss of the principal invested.

About Comerica Bank

Comerica Bank, founded 164 years ago, is a subsidiary of Comerica Inc., based in
Dallas. Comerica focuses on relationships, and helping people and businesses be
successful. Comerica Bank has confidence in the economy and the future of Orange
County, where it has 14 banking centers, which offer Comerica’s full range of financial
services for individuals, families and businesses. The bank’s regional headquarters and
Western Market headquarters for the Retail Bank and Small Business Banking are in
Costa Mesa. 

Comerica Bank’s Middle Market group in Costa Mesa serves manufacturers,
exporters, distributors and wholesalers, especially those that are privately owned and/or

owner-managed. Wealth Management, Treasury
Management, Commercial Real Estate, Auto Dealer,
Technology & Life Sciences and Small Business Banking
groups serve customers throughout Orange County.

Orange County companies interested in learning more
about Comerica’s Middle Market products and services can
contact Joe Yurosek at 714.435.3998. Additional information
about Comerica is available at Comerica.com.

Lapple

A buy-sell agreement is only as effective as the
value that has been placed on the organization.
Valuation is a critical factor in determining the cost of
an owner’s share of the business, and without one the
owner may not realize the true market value of his or
her stock in the event of a death, divorce, or sale of
the business. Setting a realistic value also reduces
the likelihood of being challenged by the IRS.

“
”

Yurosek
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2013 Orange County Employment Market Overview and
Unemployment Prediction for 2014!

by Mike Kelly, Co-Founder and Partner, Beacon Resources LLC

usiness Climate
Mirroring the mood of the economy, CEO confidence is on the upswing in the

United States. With consumer sentiment strong, the market booming and some
of the other indicators up, CEOs feel like there’s a recovery happening. For a

usually conservative crowd, that is promising or even downright upbeat.
The uneven nature of the economic recovery is evident across California, with the

coastal areas largely enjoying stronger job gains, reduced unemployment and more
robust gains in home prices. The interior parts of the state have by and large not been
as lucky, with meager job gains, stubbornly high unemployment rates and less of a
rebound in home prices. Although overall conditions in the state are improving, a
number of splits are evident; newer industries such as mobile devices, social media,
search and cloud computing have taken off, while old mainstays such as agriculture,
manufacturing and construction have struggled to regain traction. Tourism, international
trade and the media and entertainment industry have come back solidly, albeit
somewhat belatedly, as have healthcare and life sciences. These industries have had
to carry a heavier burden, however, as the lack of job growth in the high-paying goods-
producing sector has generally held back wage and salary growth.

Optimism among finance executives about the U.S. economy is now above the long-
run average for only the second time since 2007. The U.S. Business Optimism Index
rose to 61 on a scale from 0 to 100, well above last quarter’s reading of 55 and also
above the long-run average Index value of 59.

In fact, as U.S. economic growth starts to accelerate, it shows signs of outpacing
CFOs’ outlooks for their own companies. CFOs’ confidence level in their own firms has
stalled this quarter, with the gauge sticking at 64 on a scale from 0 to 100. On the
upside, slightly more than a quarter of U.S. finance executives report that they won’t
have to use cash reserves to fund their companies. And half of the companies
represented in the survey plan on spending down reserves, mainly in pursuit of new
business opportunities. The largest number of these companies (63 percent) expects to
deploy accumulated cash reserves toward capital spending or investment, far
outstripping the need to make acquisitions (39 percent) or pay down debt (29 percent).

We have experienced a material pick-up in client demand at all levels in all
industries. Clients are still very specific on the type of talent they are looking for but the
overall demand has doubled for us in the last year for both interim and direct hire roles.

What an amazingly tough year for business globally. 2013 has been a turbulent year
for the U.S. economy, political climate and labor market. Increasing corporate profits,
lingering unemployment, volatility in the stock market and war has weighed heavily on
the overall business environment, creating an uncertain, but improving outlook for
2014.

Jobs created so far this year are overwhelmingly in service industries, including
retailing, restaurants and health care, where wages are lower and more part-time jobs
are offered. Goods producers are keeping a rein on payrolls until economic growth
improves. And governments are restrained in their hiring because of budget restraints
stemming from the federal sequester, uncertainty over healthcare reform and its
cascading impact on state and local spending.

Short-term interest rates will remain low through 2014, largely because core inflation
remains below 2 percent, and an anticipated pickup in economic growth late this year
and into 2014 will be modest. It’s unclear yet how much economic damage was
wreaked by a sixteen-day government shutdown and political battle over hiking the

B debt limit, but consumer and business confidence did take a hit, so the economy will
enter 2014 with less vigor than it otherwise would have had.

Orange County Employment Market
On average, the 2014 base salaries for technically skilled business professionals are

expected to increase by 4 percent from 2013, which is astonishing given the roughly 5
percent increase experienced in 2013. Bonuses have returned as a motivating
component of the total compensation package. Companies are still offering the upper
level of compensation ranges listed in Beacon’s 2014 Compensation Study Guide for
candidates with strong certifications, as well as appropriate technical and industry
experience.

Over the last three years, base salaries were up approximately 2 percent
cumulatively. However, total headcount and non-base compensation spending was
down drastically. Companies have chosen to invest in automation and technology
whenever possible, which has led to higher unemployment, leaner cost structures and
consequently, increased profits. In the second half of 2013, companies are investing the
profits back into their core operational and management teams.

Unemployment
Broad unemployment hovers at 7 percent nationally and 5.8 percent in Orange

County. Nationally, unemployment for professionals with technical degrees such as
accounting, engineering and technology concentrations is less than 3 percent. The
unemployment numbers for business professionals with advanced technical certification
such as a CPA and other technical graduate degrees from top 25 U.S. institutions is
below 1 percent. Due to this shortage of supply, companies are increasingly utilizing
Beacon for assistance in filling their interim gaps and direct hire roles.

2014 Prediction
The Orange County post-recession recovery lagged in the first half of 2013, but has

aggressively picked up speed in the latter half. Beacon predicts 2014 unemployment to
recover more rapidly than the national rate due to pent-up demand across all industry
sectors especially real estate. It is also important to note the lack of top talent will be
exacerbated by the high cost of living locally, pushing many talented professionals to
other lower cost cities such as Dallas and Denver. 

This dynamic will truly create a battle to secure top talent in 2014.

For additional information, please visit www.beacon-us.org.

About Beacon Resources LLC
Beacon Resources (Beacon-us.org) has the experience and expertise to deliver

high-quality accounting and finance solutions that will help your business navigate
today’s complex and challenging financial environment. Whether you need advisory

Mike Kelly, CPA
Mike Kelly is co-founder and partner of Beacon Resources.

He brings over 20 years of accounting experience to the firm.
He uses this experience to drive the staffing and direct hire
side of the business.

services or staffing and direct hire placement, our professionals are here to help steer
a clear path for your success.
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New Year. Enduring Style.
ach January brings the opportunity for new milestones. Whether it’s a professional
accomplishment or a personal celebration, embrace the occasion with a portfolio-
minded piece of jewelry that will be as stylish now as when it is passed down to the
next generation.

Lugano Diamonds’ worldwide relationships enable the company to have unmatched
access to precious stones. It is from these magnificent stones that the company’s one-of-a-
kind jewelry masterpieces are created.

The company also has one of the largest selections of GIA-certified* diamonds in every
size and price point, offering extreme flexibility to create beautiful and original pieces.
Experience the Lugano difference by visiting one of the company’s jewelry Salons, located
in Newport Center adjacent to Fashion Island or at Montage Laguna Beach.

E

*The Gemological Institute of America (GIA) is the world’s foremost authority on
diamonds, colored stones and pearls.

Lugano Diamonds’ Newport Beach Salon is located at 620 Newport Center Drive, Suite
100, Newport Beach, CA 92660. You can also visit Lugano’s Salon at Montage Laguna
Beach. For more information, please visit www.luganodiamonds.com, call 1.866.584.2666
and “Like” Lugano Diamonds on Facebook.

A stunning piece that seamlessly
complements cocktail attire and elevates an
elegant gown, Lugano Diamonds’ Cushion
Cut Bangle features 18.86 carats of
cushion-cut collection VS diamonds, set in
white gold.

Aim to please by gifting Lugano
Diamonds’ stunning Diamond Arrow Ring,
which features a 2.56 trillion-cut diamond,
1.6 carats of round brilliant collection VS
diamonds and .49 carats of marquise
diamonds, set in white gold.

Classic elegance, inspired by nature and
crafted with modern design, Lugano
Diamonds’ Pink Diamond Dragonfly Brooch
features 3.28 carats of oval-cut diamonds
and 6.06 carats of round brilliant collection
VS diamonds, set in white gold.
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Outgrowing Business Systems: How Vital Nutrients
Ramped up with Customer Relationship Management

he problem: “We outgrew ACT! many years ago with over 20,000 contacts in
the database. It was pretty much just a notes database for customers and
leads.”

Vital Nutrients is a U.S. manufacturer of nutritional supplements, audited and
independently certified for compliance with the FDA Current Good Manufacturing Practices
(cGMP). The company’s mission is to assure that their customers can depend on them to
provide the finest quality of nutritional supplements and supply them with clinically effective
products and formulas.

With one main location and sales representatives across the U.S., Vital Nutrients’ sales
and marketing teams had the challenge of managing and running campaigns to win new
customers, coax back lagging customers, and keep current customers — all at the same
time.

The company had been using ACT! contact management software for many years, but
they knew  they needed to find a much more robust and useful sales and marketing
solution for users at their main facility and also for sales representatives across the U.S.
ACT! is a starter contact management database for smaller companies to track customer
and prospect activity, opportunities and notes. Executive Assistant to the CEO Shannon
Skubel said, “We outgrew ACT! many years ago with over 20,000 contacts in the database.
It was pretty much just a notes database for customers and leads.”

An important goal that Vital Nutrients had before initiating a CRM project was to better
segment their existing customer database, whether by last purchase date, practitioner
type, annual purchasing volume or product interest. “We knew ACT! could not give us the
flexibility to segment and target our existing database the way we needed to,” said Vital
Nutrients’ Marketing Coordinator Jessica Wilson.

The ACT! database had become much more difficult to work with as they added sales
representatives, making it impossible to sync the database from headquarters over the
internet to their local computers. Jessica adds that ACT! was an on-premise system,
locking them into their current version or creating a need for a cumbersome, expensive
process for transferring all of the data to move to a newer update.

Additionally, while ACT! had some basic linkage to customer records in their existing
Sage 100 ERP system, the interface was unreliable and would be lost with each update of
ACT!, requiring a time-consuming rebuild process. Jessica and Shannon’s teams wanted a
more streamlined and seamless integration between the CRM and ERP system.

The search: “Our team ended up choosing SugarCRM as it was a more logical
choice.”

Shannon said, “When I first began looking into CRM systems, I printed up a listing of all
the different CRM options that were out there — we didn’t know what options were
available. It was unbelievable how many different solutions were available for what we
needed, and thinking back, I wondered why we hadn’t started looking for something else
sooner.” Shannon, Jessica and others in the business loved the idea of the new cloud or
on-demand solutions available, freeing them from worry about having to interrupt their work
to load upgrades or databases being stored on a server.

They started to narrow down different features that they wanted in a CRM system so
they could be sure they were  getting the most use out of the system they chose. They
wanted sales representatives to be able to use the system easily, including sending emails,
creating mail merges, campaigns, and reports and also the ability to look at sales and
history information for customers from one database. The decision team narrowed the
options down to cloud systems like SalesForce and SugarCRM, both of which were able to
integrate with their current Sage 100 ERP accounting system — a critical piece for sales
representatives needing to stay in contact with current customers to review their accounts,
activity, history and more.

Shannon states, “Our team ended up choosing SugarCRM as it was a more logical
choice. Salesforce seemed like it would be too much for our users and company and that
we would never be able to use it fully due to the type of business that we are. Also
SugarCRM was more affordable — especially per year and for the number of users we
have compared to Salesforce — so we started to lean more towards SugarCRM. We were

T really happy to find a solution that offered integration with our Sage 100 ERP accounting
system, mainly for viewing customer sales, which also would be available with SugarCRM.”

Vital Nutrients chose to work with Blytheco. Shannon notes, “There weren’t too many
companies that work with both SugarCRM and Sage 100. Their expertise with both products
greatly helped us all understand what and how we wanted to have our system set up and
integrated. Plus our minds were put a bit at ease knowing that Blytheco was one of Sage’s
top ERP and CRM business partners. The sales consultant with whom I had been in contact
with — from getting information about SugarCRM all the way up to our agreement and
purchase of the system—was very helpful. He responded quickly to any questions we had
to make sure this would really work for us as an investment and we didn’t want to have any
doubts before transferring all of our data over to SugarCRM.”

The solution: “All of the users within a month’s time were able to navigate
throughout SugarCRM with no difficulties.”

The SugarCRM users who previously used ACT! have reported to Jessica and Shannon
that they love that the  new system is fast and user-friendly. They are able to easily learn
how to use the system much more fully and, most importantly, do account data entry and
review quicker and easier than ever before.

“I also agree that SugarCRM is user friendly even from the administrator portion of the
system,” added Shannon. “Once you get used to adding fields, changing layouts and
creating reports, it is very easy to do this going forward and train others on how to complete
these tasks as well.”

Getting email set up for sales representatives was a simple but critically important step.
Now representatives can send out emails to customers or leads and later look back at the
record to see the type of email, when they sent it, and the next follow up for that record, all
viewable under the account.

Jessica adds, “We chose Blytheco’s QuickStart package, which included training for all of
our users. This was helpful in getting them used to how SugarCRM looked and how they
would add or update records. SugarCRM takes a little bit of time to get used to, but all of the
system users within a month’s time were able to navigate throughout SugarCRM with no
difficulties. Even the three users who have administrative access have learned the Studio
module and can create/update fields, layouts, relationships, dropdowns, etc. Of course
there was a learning curve, but the more you work with SugarCRM the more you find out
how to do different additions and updates quickly and effectively.”

Shannon adds, “Implementation did go well; it took longer than we initially thought it was
going to because we had so much data to transfer. Scotty and Kevin did such a great job
with assisting us with the implementation and keeping us up to date with what was going on
with this process and what the next step was going to be. We are happy that Blytheco
consultants and engineers have been there for us, if we have a problem or question they
are able to assist us and answer our questions or refer us to the Support portal. This portal
has been a great tool for us as we are learning more and expanding the ways we use
SugarCRM for customers, contacts and leads.”

With SugarCRM and the integration fully in place, Vital Nutrients’ sales representatives
will now be able to view customers’ records. Before they contact them, they can see what
they are purchasing, how much, and their sales history so they can review this information
with the practitioner. Having used SugarCRM for almost a year, the company has gone
through many updates, and is now enjoying the benefits of visibility into their complete lead
management cycle, from gathering the leads at tradeshows to becoming customers.

Jessica notes, “Our team is so pleased that we now have a new CRM system that allows
us to see the whole cycle from where a lead came from to becoming a customer and then
being able to review sales and financial data from within one database. We weren’t able to
do a third of this with ACT!”

It’s ALARMING how much time and money are wasted due to outdated technology and
inefficient processes. Find out what your business is missing in your finance, operations,
sales and marketing systems - take our quiz at www.blytheco.com/quiz or call us at
800.425.9843 x2500 to speak to one of our experts today.

About Blytheco
Serving the SMB and small enterprise business community since 1980, Blytheco

offers a wide variety of business management software (ERP, CRM, HRMS,
Marketing Automation) supported by exceptional professional services to enable
business to obtain their goals. Risk assessment, change management, marketing
strategy, process work flow improvement and refinement of best practices assure a

successful implementation of software solution tailored for specific business
objectives. With 110 employees across the U.S. in 16 states, Blytheco works with more
than 5,000 clients in many industries to help turn dreams into productivity. For more
information, please visit www.blytheco.com or follow us on our blog –
think.blytheco.com, on Facebook, LinkedIn and @BlythecoLLC on Twitter.
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How CFOs Can Own and Lead Analytics
uch has been made about the unprecedented quantities of data companies collect
these days, from their own operations, supply chains, production processes and
customer interactions. And even more has been made of the promise of business

analytics to analyze data for competitive advantage in new ways, providing real-time
insights across the value chain, from inventory management to pricing.

Who should own analytics remains an open question, however. Findings from The
Analytics Advantage, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited’s first
annual survey on the state of analytics readiness at leading
corporations, reveal wide variations in analytics oversight, with
the most frequent leader of analytics — named by 23 percent of
respondents — being the “business unit or division head,” who
also typically has significant budgetary responsibility. Not far behind, however, is the CFO,
at 18 percent (20 percent said there was no single overseer). Finance itself is cited as the
area most often found to invest in analytics, at 79 percent.

Given that many CFOs and their finance teams traditionally have led and used data-
driven analytics for strategic aspects of managing the business, a case can be made for
ceding ownership of analytics to the finance chief. Moreover, it only makes sense that by
taking the lead to apply analytics to operational decisions as well, CFOs can strengthen
ties throughout the business and expand influence outside core finance functions.

From Managing the Business to Running It
Finance has long been data-driven, but the availability of big data and the growth of data

analytics capabilities have further heightened its importance. But to truly own analytics,
CFOs should bridge the gap between strategic and operational decision-making with
analytics. That’s a fundamental change in roles: it’s the difference between “managing the
business” — the big, upper-level strategic decisions, such as planning, budgeting and
forecasting, that are the CFO’s traditional responsibilities — and “running the business,”
the day-to-day or even minute-to-minute, operational decision-making that typically resides
outside the finance chief’s purview (for instance, in the business units, or sales and
marketing).

Armed with analytics, however, CFOs can exercise more-centralized control of
operational business decision-making, answering questions such as, What price point
should be used for this customer on this day? or What inventory products should be pulled
forward or out of the supply chain?

Moreover, advanced analytics can allow companies to hedge against volatility and to
respond faster and with greater insight to changes in the marketplace, to such a degree
that the predictive power that analytics offers — in pricing, the supply chain and other
areas — can have an increased impact on how business is done.

While some CFOs may hesitate to lead analytics in operational areas because it’s not
necessarily about “big picture” issues, the insights into the customer that analytics can
provide go right to the bottom line. A lot of profit can fall between the operational cracks,
and analytics can be a game changer in the way it leads to improved operational
discipline.

Steps to Taking the Analytics Lead
The following steps can help CFOs and finance organizations take a lead in driving

analytics throughout the business.
1. Define the analytics advantage.
CFOs can show how finance can lead analytics by identifying business areas where

analytics can bring value and competitive advantage (for example, driving operational
insights). In many cases, finance doesn’t own the data on the operational side of the
business that is gained from customer, pricing, supply chain, or asset-tracking. But through
finance-supported analytics, the CFO can drive value outside finance’s core functions
throughout the business.

At a $1 billion food manufacturer, for example, finance led a spend-analytics initiative

M that created supply-chain efficiency and reduced costs by improving the management of
supply-chain sourcing. Finance developed analytic models that looked at SKU-level
profitability and brought these insights forward to help the operation better understand the
types of decisions it could make to reduce costs. Finance crossed over into decision-making
traditionally outside its function by using an analytics solution to evaluate sourcing and
suppliers, and then deployed the data to buyers on a monthly basis by individual commodity.

Other areas in which finance-supported analytics can drive
value outside the finance function include procurement (spend
analysis and vendor management), business units (margin-
erosion analysis, pricing analytics and service level and customer
profitability alignment), sales and marketing (price-point, revenue-

leakage, revenue-driver, demand/price-elasticity, customer-retention and churn-analyses),
supply chain (sales and finance-linked forecasting, new product introduction profitability and
dollarization effect) and information technology (technology investment planning and
prioritization).

2. Deliver operational value with analytics.
Still, CFOs who want to lead analytics across the organization have to show they can

deliver on the operational side. Then, once they make the case for leading analytics in
operational decision-making and identify the value of doing so, it comes down to delivering
that value.

To start, identify an analytics-focused initiative that cuts across areas to make a major
impact at the operational level. Demonstrate the value that analytics can bring through
inventory management — a better customer experience, or whatever component you need
to be thinking about. And don’t be limited by traditional constraints. Ask yourself: “What
business decision or goal would drive margin or growth through analytics outside finance?”
For example, the business need may lie in marketing or sales, which is why some
consumer-products companies are looking at price points, margin yields and other analytics
that can help influence profitability.

Define, Articulate, Deploy
Delivering analytics insights to operational decision-making is a matter of articulating and

capturing the required data, performing the analysis and finally, working with business teams
to deploy the analytics-based model.

CFOs can drive the benefits of analytics throughout the enterprise either directly, from
finance’s analytics team, or by establishing an Analytics Center of Expertise led by finance
and reporting directly to the finance chief.

As an example of how CFOs can lead analytics in areas outside finance’s traditional role,
consider a telecom whose CFO led an initiative to target the company’s most profitable
customers and tailor service — and pricing — levels. He did so by taking the following steps:

u Defined the operational decision-making challenge: For this telecom, the objective 
was to gain a larger share of prime customers’ wallets with tiered service.

u Articulated the analytics solution: The telecom’s CFO directed finance to calculate 
the lifetime value of individual customers and develop scenario models for discounts, 
marketing and rewards to guide interactions with the customer.

u Deployed: Working cross-functionally to execute the plan and capture value, the 
telecom’s CFO brought the analytics solution to front-line employees and marketers to 
derive individual customer profitability from each transaction, in real time. 

Leading analytics to support operational decision-making demands a high-level
commitment to shift the organization from a historical perspective to a forward-looking
perspective. It also requires a willingness to invest in a small group of talented people who
can help you determine and implement the analytic capabilities you’re going to need. And
importantly, it needs a CFO who can drive analytics for both strategic and operational
decision-making.

Learn more: www.deloitte.com/analyticssurvey

Rob Lucenti,
Office Managing Partner
Orange County Practice
Deloitte & Touche LLP

Rob has more than 20 years of public accounting
experience with Deloitte. As managing partner of the
Orange County practice, Rob oversees Deloitte’s four
businesses: audit, tax, consulting, and financial advisory
services. Rob serves as an advisory partner on many of
the practice’s major clients. Contact Rob at
714.436.7241.

About Deloitte
Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private

company limited by guarantee, and its network of member firms, each of which is a
legally separate and independent entity. Please see www.deloitte.com/about for a
detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited and its
member firms. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed description of the
legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries. Certain services may not be
available to attest clients under the rules and regulations of public accounting. 

Copyright © 2013 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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Driving Innovation 
and Growth

xecutive Vice President of Bank of the West’s National Banking Division Dan
Wilson discusses the importance of evolving and delivering smart solutions to help
businesses grow.

Q: How’s business?
Dan Wilson: Though our industry is an extremely competitive one, business at Bank of

the West is very good, and we’ve experienced steady asset growth for the past two years.
Our relationship with BNP Paribas (BNPP), our parent company, enables us to offer our
clients the best of both worlds: a nimble, local
bank backed by the international resources of one
of the world’s strongest financial groups. We’ve
built our business through sustainable
relationships underpinned by trust, steadiness and
our commitment to serving our clients for the long
term. We grow alongside our clients and view our
success as linked inextricably to theirs.

Q: Most exciting opportunity ahead?
Dan Wilson: We see a lot of exciting

opportunities ahead to keep driving the growth of
our clients. Years ago, banks focused mostly on
deposits and loans. Today, we provide services
that enhance a company’s operating cycle as well
as its strategic vision. That means we may
improve efficiencies and profitability for our clients
while strengthening their risk management and
supporting their long-term objectives.

By aligning ourselves with BNPP’s international product offerings, we’re also launching
sophisticated solutions in U.S. banking – for example, the ability to access institutional
funds as a source of capital, as well as the ability to manage assets with accounts
receivable and inventory management programs.

Q: Biggest challenge facing clients?
Dan Wilson: Many of our clients are experiencing significant growth in areas requiring

liquidity management and international expertise. We often talk with clients about
international economic activity, dollar volatility, exchange volatilities, trade alternatives,
cash management options and debt sources.

Many of our new products originate from our desire to provide solutions to meet the
challenges our clients face — and anticipate the challenges they may face in the future,
but are not yet focused on. For example, our new accounts receivable purchasing
program, may allow us to buy receivables from a client and immediately fund them, which
might otherwise take a client 45 days to collect. Another new solution — BNPP’s
inventory management system — applies the same principal to the inventory side. We
also recently established a traditional commercial Asset Based Lending group and have
expanded our Syndication and Leasing groups, enabling us to be a more holistic banking
partner for our clients.

Q: Best way to keep your competitive edge?
Dan Wilson: Never stop innovating. At Bank of the West we are focused on fostering a

culture of innovation so we can deliver smarter solutions for our clients to help them grow
— whether it’s through our market-leading cash management products or our
infrastructure investments to make our operations even more streamlined and seamless.
We’re introducing new solutions at an impressive rate and are continually looking for
ways to improve efficiencies, create opportunity and help clients manage international
and domestic risk. Our clients and the world they operate in never stop evolving; to be the
commercial bank they rely on to tackle their goals and challenges, neither can we.

For more information, contact Executive Vice President Dan J. Wilson at 4400
MacArthur Blvd., Suite 150, Newport Beach, 92660; 949.797.1953 or
dan.wilson@bankofthewest.com.

E

Wilson
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ccounting Programs
The CSUF Department of Accounting is one of six departments within Mihaylo

College. Its outstanding regional reputation and its national recognition as a separately
accredited program are two of the relative advantages of the CSUF accounting program.

Mihaylo Accounting is the only accounting program in Orange County that is separately
accredited by the Association for the Advancement of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB
International), the premier accrediting body for business and accounting programs worldwide.
Our accounting program maintains an annual enrollment of over 1,000 undergraduate
accounting majors and more than 200 graduate students in the Master of Science programs.
The Department currently has 23 full-time faculty members and 16 part-time instructors.

Degree Programs
u Master of Science in Accountancy
u Master of Science in Taxation
u MBA with a concentration in Accounting
u Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration with a concentration in Accounting
u Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration with a joint emphasis in Accounting

and Finance
u Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration with a joint emphasis is Accounting

and Information Systems

Mission Statement
Recognizing the global environment in which our students and alumni participate, the

Department is driven by its own mission statement and is committed to its students and to
advancing the accounting profession:

“Through excellence in teaching, a forward-looking curriculum, a culturally diverse
environment, applied collaborative research and valuable alliances with the business
community, we offer accredited accounting programs that develop globally aware business
leaders with practical knowledge in the field of accounting.”

Reputation
In September 2013, the Accounting Department was recognized by the Institute of Internal

Auditors as part of the organization’s Internal Auditing Education Partnership, the Internal
Auditing Foundation Programs. There is only one other accounting program in Southern
California and only two on the West Coast that have earned this distinction.

The Department has outstanding faculty who are committed to teaching, research and service
to the University and professional community. During their careers many faculty have received
research and teaching awards from public accounting firms, Mihaylo College and student
organizations. In 2012, three faculty members were awarded Professorships in Accounting by
public accounting firms: Dr. Vivek Mande, the White Nelson Diehl Evans LLP professorship; Dr.
Jianxin (James) Gong, the KPMG LLP professorship; and Dr. Myungsoo Son, the Ernst &
Young LLP professorship. Dr. Wei Jiang received the Moss Adams LLP Accounting Research
Fellow and Dr. Hung-Yuan (Richard) Lu received the Ernst & Young LLP Faculty Fellow. In
spring 2013, Dr. Lisa Eiler received the Ernst & Young Excellence in Teaching Award. Although
CSUF faculty has a research expectation similar to that of many research schools, our faculty
members view their teaching responsibilities as their first priority.

Faculty are encouraged to collaborate with members of the Department, faculty from other
departments and professional accountants in order to expand the range of the research
resulting in a great impact on the profession and area businesses. They publish in leading
professional journals similar to faculty from top research universities.

The Center for Corporate Reporting and Governance (CCRG) is housed in the Accounting
Department and has a major presence in Orange County through its nationally recognized
annual SEC Reporting Conference. The CCRG sponsors international research and provides
research data related to the accounting profession. It invites accounting faculty members to
attend its Corporate Reporting and Governance Academic Conference, the SEC Reporting
Conference and its Executive Compensation Conference, co-sponsored with the Orange
County chapter of the Forum for Corporate Directors. All of these events draw leading national
speakers in their respective fields.

A
Cal State Fullerton’s Mihaylo College of Business and Economics

Student Enrichment
The Department sponsors a Case Competition each semester. This event serves both

students and the Department in enhancing the visibility of our programs with the expectation our
students will soon compete at the national level. Students learn the importance of teamwork,
gain experience in researching and analyzing accounting literature, and have the opportunity to
improve their presentation skills. These lessons provide a great benefit for our students as they
prepare to start their careers in the accounting profession.

The Department hosts a Graduate Student Reception each semester for graduate students
and accounting faculty. Students discuss current experiences and expectations for the program,
and convey their career and personal goals. Faculty members share their areas of expertise,
and identify areas of potential interest and opportunities for students to participate in joint
research projects. 

In the fall, the Department collaborates with both the College and University Career Centers to
host the Accounting Expo, which features events with many of the Orange County accounting
firms. This event provides accounting students a competitive advantage when seeking full-time
jobs, internships and leadership programs.

The Department also provides monthly information session for students describing in detail
the new California CPA licensure requirements, which go into effect in January 2014. In addition,
the Department is working to bring a CPA review program on campus for students.

The Department’s professional student groups are also highpoints of the program. The Delta
Beta Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi (BAP), the national honorary fraternity, is extremely active,
having over 60 members. BAP strives to connect scholarly success with professionalism, ethical
behavior and positive community relations. CSUF has a notably large Accounting Society (AS)
with over 400 members. Recently, several special interest groups were added under the AS
umbrella, including the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), the Institute of Internal
Audit (IIA), the Institute for Management Accountants (IMA), and the Information Systems Audit
and Control Association. Another student-run organization is the Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance (VITA) program, which is an IRS-sponsored community program. In the spring
semester, over 100 CSUF students and alumni volunteered their tax expertise to offer tax return
preparation and filing assistance to low income families. The Accounting Department also
supports the Association of Latino Professionals in Finance and Accounting (ALPFA) student
organization.

Sponsors and Supporters
The Department has a strong advisory board, which has been in existence for over 20 years.

The board provides information and advice on trends in the accounting profession and supports
the Department’s efforts in faculty recruitment, faculty research, student activities and
fundraising. It also assists in the marketing of programs to the community and region. Mihaylo
Accounting is considered a premier recruiting source by the many firms that recruit students.
The Big Four, mid-tier, regional and local accounting firms, corporations, not-for-profit
organizations, and government agencies actively recruit on campus.

Ready to work. Ready to lead.®

To learn more about Mihaylo Accounting Programs as a prospective student or volunteer,
contact Dr. Betty Chavis, Department Chair, at 657.278.2225 or bchavis@fullerton.edu.

Students have informal social gatherings with accounting faculty to network and discuss the
program and their careers.

The Center for Corporate Reporting & Governance annually co-hosts an Executive
Compensation event with the Orange County chapter of the Forum for Corporate Directors.
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oreLogic provides information intelligence to identify and manage growth opportunities,
improve business performance and mitigate risk. Whether in real estate, mortgage
finance, insurance, capital markets, transportation or government, our clients turn to us as
a market leader for comprehensive data, analytics and services.

Working collaboratively, we help deliver value across our clients’ business operations. Our
industry experts address challenges, acting quickly to construct and present innovative, cost-
effective solutions to business problems. And, as a single, trusted source, we are committed to
making the experience of doing business with us as easy as possible.

Key personnel
Key personnel at CoreLogic include: Anand Nallathambi, President & CEO; Frank Martell,

CFO; Barry Sando, Group Executive, Mortgage Origination & Asset Management and
Processing Solutions; Ben Graboske, Senior Vice President, Real Estate & Financial Services;
and Terry Theologides, Senior Vice President, General Counsel & Secretary.

Number of company employees
Approximately 5,000; 500 in Orange County

Deep Data
We collect and maintain the most comprehensive and current property, mortgage and

financial databases in the United States, Australia and New Zealand and have a growing
presence in the United Kingdom, Canada, Mexico and India. Our databases encompass more
than 3.3 billion property and financial records.

We apply an exacting set of processes to ensure the highest standards of data quality,
deployed on platforms that enable us to store, sort and analyze data quickly and deliver it to our
clients in simple, easy-to-use formats.

Services include:
u Automated Valuations
u Alternative Credit Reporting
u Location Information
u Property Information 

Actionable Analytics
We create tools that analyze our data and client data to identify opportunity, predict

performance, gauge trends and detect risk. Our innovative analytic tools include algorithm-
based models, pattern recognition software to expose hidden risk and avert losses, credit merge
logic, portfolio monitoring, renter analytics and predictive modeling.

Services include:
u MLS Technology and Services
u Mortgage Fraud Management
u Rental Screening and Analytics

Tailored Technology
We develop technology applications and platforms that automate and streamline workflows

for mortgage lenders and servicers, capital market investors and real estate sales professionals.
Our cloud-based loan origination and asset management platforms offer the flexibility and

CoreLogic®

convenience of secure, on-demand computing.
We offer a broad range of technology

solutions, providing immediate access to:
u Comprehensive property ownership and   

transaction history
u Automated valuation model (AVM) reports 

and cascades
u Risk and fraud management applications
u Multiple Listing Services delivering 

multitasking, agent/client collaboration
u Interactive mapping tools
u Natural hazard risk exposure analytics

Smarter Services
CoreLogic arranges its teams and processes

to reflect the way our clients do business, deploying teams to provide consultation and help
clients manage fluctuating business volumes.

We offer a broad range of managed and advisory services, including:
u Property tax management: Our national network of Regional Service Centers

(RSCs) and Local Government Solutions Specialists ensure fast and accurate property 
tax data exchange between mortgage servicers, taxing authorities and borrowers.

u Flood services: Our portfolio services professionals oversee the automated loading of 
flood information to clients systems. They can ensure transfer of servicers and 
changes in loan status notifications as well as payoffs.

u Advisory and consulting services: We help clients transition from post-crisis defense to 
recovery-focused offense. Areas of expertise include: Mortgage Servicing, Rights 
Valuation, ALLL Regulations Compliance, REO-to-Rental Portfolio Analytics and Basel 
III Portfolio Analysis.

u Staff augmentation: Our Rapid Deployment Teams offer uniquely skilled personnel that 
can be stood-up in days—not months, as a strike force to address areas of critical 
need.

u Loan modification and foreclosure audits: Our loss mitigation experts provide complete 
and compliant loan documentation services to support all Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac 
and HUD loan modification programs.

Experience Breeds Confidence
Led by a seasoned, progressive management team, CoreLogic builds business relationships

nationally and globally. Our consistent delivery of comprehensive solutions, focus on clients’
success, and track record of results makes CoreLogic the preferred resource for a broad array of
businesses. Headquartered in Irvine, Calif., CoreLogic operates in seven countries.

Corporate Details
40 Pacifica, Suite 900

Irvine, CA 92618
800.426.1466

www.corelogic.com

NYSE Bell Ring photo cutline: On June 11, to
celebrate three years as a public company,
CoreLogic was honored to ring the Closing
Bell at the NYSE. Photo credit: NYSE

C
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Debbi Anders
Horizon Technology LLC, Lake Forest

Debbi Anders joined Horizon in October 2011 as the vice president
of finance, where she made an immediate impact during an exciting
and challenging time for Horizon. Anders helped secure and manage
working capital during the hard disk shortage resulting from the
flooding in Thailand. She was appointed as chief financial officer in
2013 and works closely with division heads to support their finance
and accounting needs, and is actively engaged in helping them define
and implement strategies for growth. Anders also works with Horizon’s
outside financial and risk advisers to ensure the organization has
adequate liquidity and sufficient asset protection. Anders’
accomplishments at Horizon include reducing the closing cycle from 20 days to 6 days;
through automation, increasing department productivity by over 100 hours per month;
changing the process for commissions reporting, saving 30 hours per month; and
establishing a new banking relationship that has increased the company’s borrowing
capacity from $8 million to $19 million. Anders received her undergraduate degree from
Occidental College and received her MBA from the Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania. Horizon Technology is an internationally recognized independent distributor
of storage devices, displays and system parts for computing and other technology
applications. 

J.R. (Jamie) Arnold
Kofax Inc., Irvine

James Arnold Jr. was appointed as chief financial officer and a
member of Kofax’s board of directors on June 15, 2010. He has
almost 30 years of executive financial management experience. Most
recently, he was with Nuance Communications Inc., a leading
provider of speech and imaging solutions, where he was senior vice
president and CFO from September 2004 to August 2008, and then a
consultant to September 2009. From 2003 to 2004, Arnold was vice
president and corporate controller at Cadence Design Systems Inc.
From 1997 to 2003, he held several senior financial management
roles at Informix Software Inc., including vice president and CFO, and
from 1995 to 1997, he served as corporate controller at Centura
Software Corp. Arnold began his career at PricewaterhouseCoopers. He holds a Bachelor
of Business Administration in Finance from Delta State University and a Master of Business
Administration from Loyola University.

Brad Biddle
Insulectro, Lake Forest

Brad Biddle assumed the role of CFO at Insulectro in 2005, and
made an immediate impact to the organization. Biddle has
successfully improved operations around the company’s supply chain
and distribution, saving Insulectro millions of dollars each year. He
has streamlined the organization’s financial processes across the
board, allowing the focus to be on relationships with vendors and
customers. Additionally, Biddle has assembled a team of
professionals supporting Insulectro’s impressive and continued
growth, despite significant economic challenges. Insulectro is the
leading supplier of materials used to manufacture printed circuit
boards and printed electronics.

Kurt Binder
VIZIO Inc., Irvine

Kurt Binder has served as the company’s vice president-chief
financial officer for over three years. In the time he has been with
Vizio, Binder has proven himself to be a highly effective and
respected CFO. As a leader, Binder is known for his open-door policy
and his talent to both mentor and empower his staff. Before his tenure
at VIZIO, Binder was a partner at Ernst & Young for over 11 years,
where he was well respected as a professional and CPA to his clients.
Binder received his BBA in accounting and MBA in finance from
Loyola College in Maryland. VIZIO is a privately held producer of
consumer electronics based in Irvine, Calif.

Jeffrey Boshears
Interush, Irvine

Jeffrey Boshears is originally from Hawaii and grew up in Oregon
where he earned his bachelor’s degree from Oregon State University
and earned an MBA from University of Portland. He has an extensive
background in financial management and has held substantive
positions in senior levels in finance at privately held and publicly
traded companies. Earlier in his career, Boshears served as the
division controller and senior finance leader at INTEL Corp. He was
responsible for overseeing, strategically planning and implementing
structure to a new $1 billion manufacturing plant. Under his
leadership, the manufacturing facility was established and in
production within six months and providing performance gains over its
competitors. Boshears joined Interush Inc. in 2012 as CFO, bringing more than 20 years of
financial consulting and management experience, and is responsible for the financial
stewardship of the company by overseeing operating budgets and financial affairs. Interush
provides unique cloud-based internet productivity and communications applications (IRIS
and Phytter) with multilingual capabilities for Japan, Taiwan and Hong Kong.

Nicole Carrillo
Opus Bank, Irvine

Nicole Carrillo was appointed chief financial officer of Opus Bank in August 2013 after
serving as CAO since January 2011. Carrillo has been responsible for implementing all
significant accounting policies and procedures since the inception of Opus Bank, including
writing all financial statements and footnotes. She led the internal team and all specialists to
complete the valuation of four acquisitions including Cascade Financial Corp., RMG Capital

Corp., PacWest Branch Acquisition, and California Bank and Trust
branch acquisition. She also oversaw the implementation of a software
system to account for an acquired loan portfolio of $1.2 billion that has
produced additional income of over $70 million since June of 2011.
Carrillo received her bachelor’s degree in accounting from Loyola
Marymount University. Opus Bank is well-capitalized and among the
fastest-growing banks in the Western Region.

Ken Cragun
Local Corp., Irvine

Just over four years ago, Local Corp. needed a new chief financial officer in the midst of a
challenging economy, and pressures from the changing landscape of its business. Ken
Cragun was already Local Corp’s VP of finance and agreed to step in
as interim CFO. Having joined the team a year before, he dutifully
learned the business, perfected his craft and immersed himself in the
intricate nuances of life on the web. Since assuming the full-time role
of CFO in 2010, Cragun has guided the company toward continued
growth, both organically and through the acquisitions of key new
media assets. In addition to managing all aspects of finance and
accounting, he has been instrumental in a number of mission critical
operations, including successfully closing a $20 million public offering,
a $12 million line of credit and a $5 million convertible note, and
guiding five corporate acquisitions and two sales. As one of the
fastest-growing online local media companies in North America, Local Corp. enables
businesses to enhance their digital media presence and consistently reach consumers in
their local markets.

Kent R. Crandall
MBK Real Estate, Irvine

When Kent Crandall joined MBK in 2006, the company was in a
transition, as it had one operating division in the residential /
homebuilding sector and a second start-up division in the senior
housing industry. A “perfect storm” as many would say given the most
recent recession. The first several years of Crandall’s tenure were
spent restructuring the company’s homebuilding division’s operations
and balance sheet, helping to return the business to profitability in
2010. MBK Real Estate entered the apartment sector via a third
operating division in 2012, and has purchased multiple development
projects in Southern California with a book value in excess of $l00
million when completed. Under Crandall’s tenure, the company has
acquired over $400 million in senior housing properties and grown the MBK’s footprint
outside of California. The senior housing division employs over 1,000 employees throughout
the Western United States.

Stephen DeSantis
Predixion Software, San Juan Capistrano

Steve DeSantis has over 20 years of financial management
experience in both the private and public sectors. Prior to co-founding
Predixion, he served as chief financial officer of DATAllegro where he
was responsible for the finance, accounting, human resources and IT
departments. He also led business planning and budgeting, Sarbanes-
Oxley compliance and was a key member of the executive team that
successfully sold to Microsoft for $275 million. DeSantis acquired his
public accounting experience with Coopers & Lybrand in Los Angeles.
He spent the past 14 years leading venture-backed enterprise
software companies as CFO. Most notably was TCI Solutions, an
application software company providing software and services to the
retail industry. During his tenure, the business grew by 640 percent, he successfully raised
several rounds of venture capital financings, took the company public as a reporting
company under regulation D, and sold the business at a premium to Retalix. Predixion
Software is the leader in collaborative predictive analytics solutions with easy to use Excel-
based modeling and sharepoint interfacing.

James Dickman
Nolet Spirits USA, Aliso Viejo

James Dickman is a senior finance executive with experience in the
design, development, implementation and management of
comprehensive corporate accounting, budgeting, financial reporting
and audit compliance systems. Dickman is known for successfully
linking accounting and finance with general operations to provide
hands-on financial leadership for strategic planning, business
development, production and distribution operations. In his position as
VP of accounting/IT, Dickman was challenged to redefine the role and
department functions after major change in company structure and
reorganization. He accepted the additional role as leader of
information technology, implementing further changes in operations to
the reduce reliance on hardware-based department and embrace the more modern cloud
technology. Nolet Spirits USA are creators of NOLET’S Finest Gins, inspired by more than
300 years of family distilling tradition and the expertise of the Nolet family who also created
Ketel One Vodka.

Stephen Dixon
Fluidmaster Inc., San Juan Capistrano

Stephen Dixon started at Fluidmaster Inc. as a part of new
management team introduced in 2008 to significantly improve
company valuation and drive long-term growth. During his time with
the company, Dixon has helped to increase EBITDA and revenue by
320 percent and 35 percent respectively in his first five years;
implemented JD Edwards Enterprise One ERP system in six months
for the company’s North American operations and for the rest of the
world by the end of 2013; and led corporate acquisition and integration
activities that led to the purchase of the UK’s leading competitor in
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Fluidmaster’s space and another strategic UK target. Dixon is also currently closing an
acquisition of a strategic sanitary ware company in Eastern Europe. Fluidmaster, found in
more toilets than all other brands combined, is a leading global supplier of fluid
management solutions.

Gary Fabian
Stearns, Santa Ana

This year, Stearns completed a successful $250 million debt
offering to investors, the first time in the company’s history. This
dramatically changed the financial structure of the company by
adding resources required to facilitate future growth and financial
success. Gary Fabian was an integral member of the team and
played a key role in management presentations to investment
bankers across the U.S. and in negotiations and investor relations
required to close the deal. Fabian has transformed the Stearns
accounting and financial reporting functions and has implemented
reporting and disclosure requirements associated with a publically
rated bond offering. He has built a highly qualified internal financial
team required to support a growing company and a financial reporting and monitoring
discipline to support the Stearns board of directors. Fabian has created a financial
business analytics and reporting function to support the various lines of business within
the company.

Ann Fong
Incipio Technologies, Irvine

Ann Fong is a demonstrated leader with proven ability to direct
teams that help increase profitability and with proven record
success in financial and operational management in both
manufacturing and licensing. She has a broad-based functional
background in managing projects with strong financial operations
experience. Fong joined the Incipio team in July 2013 as CFO, prior
to this she was CFO and vice president of operations of Project 7
Inc. where she had full P&L responsibility while overseeing
operations, finance, accounting, HR and IT. She was also
responsible for all major accounting functions and related
transactions including budgeting and forecasting. Incipio is a Southern-California-based
designer and manufacturer of award-winning mobile device accessories. Established in
1999, Incipio is widely recognized for consistently creating ingenious protective solutions
for the mobile world.

Jason Gardner
Kareo, Irvine

Jason Gardner manages all of the financial and administrative departments at Kareo
including finance, accounting, human resources, legal, compliance, facilities and
information technology. As a result of the services his team provides, all other Kareo

departments have the luxury to focus on providing the best customer
experience in the industry. Gardner is no stranger to growing
profitable, expansion-stage companies; when he joined the Kareo
team, he brought with him the unique combination of corporate
finance expertise and keen corporate development acumen. He has
proven leadership in technology, internet and B2B marketplace
through his executive leadership as CFO at WebVisible and for the
Global Services Business Unit at Openwave. Gardner studied
accounting at University of Southern California where he earned his
degree and Certified Public Accountant credentials. Kareo solutions
power the efforts of over 20,000 medical providers in the U.S., with
1,000 new doctors joining the Kareo user community every month. The company leads the
industry in the shift from complex and expensive legacy software to intuitive and
affordable cloud-based solutions.

Bryan Hackworth
Universal Electronics Inc., Santa Ana

Bryan Hackworth joined Universal Electronics Inc. in June 2004 as
corporate controller and subsequently assumed the role of chief
accounting officer in May 2006. He was promoted to chief financial
officer in August 2006 and now serves as the company’s SVP and
CFO. Before joining Universal Electronics, Hackworth spent six
years at Deloitte & Touche LLP as an audit manager specializing in
the manufacturing and retail industries. Hackworth is a certified
public accountant and holds a degree in economics from UC Irvine.
Founded 1986, Universal Electronics Inc. is the global leader in
wireless control technology for the connected home. UEI designs,
develops, and delivers innovative solutions that enable consumers to control
entertainment devices, digital media and home systems.

Darren Harris
DealerSocket, San Clemente

Darren Harris joined DealerSocket in 2004 and spent his first three
years in consulting and sales roles within the company. In 2007,
Harris returned to his roots and became the controller and has
subsequently added the title of VP of finance. He is responsible for
financial activities including, accounting, tax, reporting and other
operating and administrative functions. In his role, Harris has seen
more than 50 percent revenue growth year over year for the past six
years. Harris started his professional career at
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP where he worked with such clients as
First American Title Co., Disney and ABC Radio Networks. Harris
earned a Bachelor’s of Science in accounting from Brigham Young University.
DealerSocket is an industry leading automotive customer relationship management and
dealership training provider, serving auto dealers throughout the U.S. and Canada.
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Scott Homan
City Ventures, Newport Beach

Scott Homan joined City Ventures in September 2009 as chief
financial officer. Prior to joining City Ventures, Homan was the chief
financial officer of The Olson Co. since 1998. Previously, Homan was
the vice president of finance for Greystone - Orange County Division
of the publicly traded homebuilder, Lennar. Homan joined Greystone
at the initial formation of the company in 1992, and managed the
financial challenges in growing the company to $150 million. His
business experience of enhancing systems and financial
infrastructure in a rapidly growing company adds great value to City
Ventures. In his position, Homan has raised $125 million in debt from
a private investment company to further grow the company’s operations, negotiated a $150
million dollar revolving credit facility, and obtained SEC pre-clearance for the spin out of the
homebuilding subsidiary in anticipation of an IPO. Homan received a bachelor’s in
accounting from California State University, Fullerton. City Ventures builds affordable green
eco-friendly homes in desirable locations.

Hal Hurwitz
Pro-Dex Inc., Irvine

Hal Hurwitz has held the position of vice president and chief
financial officer of Pro-Dex Inc. for three years. In this role, he is
responsible for finance and accounting, investor relations, information
technology, and human resources. He partners with the senior
leadership team in all aspects of operations and leads in business
planning, including the implementation of reorganization strategies.
Hurwitz also designed and implemented reorganization initiatives to
address response to a materially changing customer base, and
negotiated a new banking and credit facility relationship. Pro-Dex Inc.
is a contract manufacturer for the medical device, factory automation
and scientific research markets.

Jeff Ishmael
Cylance Inc., Irvine

With over 20 years of experience in corporate finance and
operations, Jeff Ishmael has been the chief financial officer of Cylance
since its inception. Prior to joining the company, Ishmael was the CFO
and SVP of operations for DC Shoes North American division. Ishmael
was hired to establish the Cylance infrastructure which would be
tested by top corporate clients, as well as government entities. This
infrastructure would require strong internal controls, as well as the
navigation of the supply chain protocols for those clients. Over the last
15 months, Ishmael has been able to implement the following
structures, which have allowed the company to effectively transition
from pre-revenue to a high seven-figure revenue rate: establishment of strong relationship
with The Irvine Co. resulting in a mid six-figure investment in a vacant space to support a
new start-up; establishment of a strong relationship with Union Bank of California, which
resulted in the subsequent support of the bank to a new start-up; and hiring an additional 55
employees, while maintaining a 95 percent retention rate on hires. Cylance Inc. is a global
provider of cybersecurity products and services.

Hal Johnson
Capstone Affluent Strategies, Irvine

Hal Johnson is chief financial officer at Capstone Financial Group
Inc., a financial services-related firm. As CFO, he is responsible for
analyzing the company’s sales, expenses and cash flow, creating and
maintaining financial reports, working with corporate clients during the
financing and structuring phases, and overseeing compliance,
administrative staff and payroll for the firm. Johnson joined Capstone
in 2012 as one of the company’s founding partners. With over 28
years of experience in the financial services industry, Johnson has
experience with investment, retirement, business and estate planning,
and has an in-depth understanding of the sales process. Johnson has
held Series 7, 63, 24 and 53 securities licenses over the course of his
career. Prior to Capstone, Johnson worked for his family’s financial planning practice and
Chase Investment Services, a subsidiary of JP Morgan Chase. Johnson received his
bachelor’s degree in English from the University of Rochester in 1985.

Nate Julson
Trace3, Irvine

Trace3 has been in the Inc 500/5000 three times and has won
multiple other growth and management awards in the last few years.
According to the company’s CEO, the unsung hero in all of these
awards is Nate Julson. Trace3 has racked up these achievements in
its first seven years without any debt financing, equity investment or
other type of funding. Julson had to operate the organization as a
completely undercapitalized entity until 2009. Julson helped to grow
the business from one office in 2002 to five offices across the
Southwest U.S. by 2006. Julson is responsible for all of finance,
accounting, operations, human resources and legal. Trace3 has
doubled employee headcount in 2010 to 130 people from the 2009
year-end number of 65. In 2009, Julson was able to close a $4.5 million line for the
company with no personal guarantee in a market. Perhaps, most importantly, Julson allows
the company’s CEO and the rest of the management team to focus on scaling Trace3
without having to worry about the finance and operations. Trace3 provides solutions that
reduce complexity within IT infrastructures by simplifying data management, simplifying
virtualization and accelerating the network.

Khalid Kakish
BDS Marketing, Irvine

Since moving into his position at BDS Marketing and leading his division, Khalid Kakish
has played a pivotal role in helping the organization double its revenue. In his role, Kakish

added strict financial guidelines and policies, and recommended new
financial policies to the executive team that led to the revenue
increase and ultimately financial viability. Kakish is responsible for
ensuring BDS Marketing’s financial viability. In order to do so, he
“peeks over the fence” to understand what the upcoming days, weeks,
months and even years hold from a financial standpoint. His division
fully understands that what made BDS successful yesterday doesn’t
necessarily work for the company tomorrow, and that everything
should always be assessed. Among a myriad of other responsibilities,
he is accountable for determining the future financial viability of the
company, what resources are needed, acquisitions, etc. Founded in 1984, BDS has been
focused on driving sales through high-performance marketing programs.

Rhonda Longmore-Grund
Printronix, Irvine

Rhonda Longmore-Grund joined Printronix in 2009, shortly after the
company was acquired by the private equity firm Vector Capital. Vector
Capital acquired the company at a time when the business and
profitability were in decline. The challenge Printronix faced was to
reset the strategic course of the company through expansion into
emerging markets, driving a more efficient and cost-effective supply
chain, altering the manner in which the company brought solutions to
the market and to re-skill the organization in certain key strategic
areas – while always operating under the company’s core values of
integrity, passion for the business and collaboration. During the course
of Longmore-Grund’s tenure at Printronix, she has served as a
strategic leader and change agent for both the company and her function while leading
multiple complex capital structure transactions – all which significantly enhanced
shareholder value. Longmore-Grund has direct responsibility for 55 finance and IT
associates in the U.S., Mexico, China, Singapore and Holland. Printronix is a global
technology company with five manufacturing locations and 24 sales offices and locations in
the U.S., Asia, India, Europe, Middle East and Latin America.

Val Lyon
Profit Recovery Partners, Costa Mesa

As chief financial officer, Val Lyon oversees Profit Recovery
Partners’ finance operations, including financial planning and analysis,
controllership, tax, employee benefits and risk management. He has
held this position since joining the company in August 2010. Lyon has
a broad breadth of financial management experience, previously
serving as a CFO for both publically traded and privately held
companies in the banking, insurance and home building industries. He
started his career with Deloitte & Touche LLP and he is an actively
licensed CPA and Professional Fiduciary. Lyon holds a Bachelor of
Arts in Business Economics from the University of California at Santa
Barbara. Profit Recovery Partners is a professional services firm that
develops, implements and manages cost-reduction solutions for FORTUNE 1000
companies, law firms, private equity firms and private companies throughout North America.

Kevin Manion
Young’s Market Co., Tustin

Kevin Manion has played an instrumental role in strengthening the
infrastructure and internal controls within Young’s Market to help the
company achieve even greater success. Manion’s leadership at
Young’s Market has helped the company to begin tracking
performance in such areas as purchasing, warehousing, delivery and
sales. This has led to identifying greater efficiencies and inventory
shrinkage within the company. These improvements are saving the
company millions of dollars annually. Manion uses the finance function
as a strategic weapon to unleash organizational potential. Manion is
very accomplished, having acted as the CFO for a number of very
well-known, global consumer products companies, taking on the task of strengthening their
infrastructures, leading consolidation efforts, preparing for IPOs and other liquidity events.
Young’s Market is a $2.9 billion distributor of wine and spirits with 500 routes servicing the
Western U.S.

Frank Martell
CoreLogic, Irvine

Frank Martell is chief financial officer for CoreLogic, a leading
provider of consumer, financial and property information, analytics,
and services to business and government. In this role, Martell
oversees the CoreLogic global accounting, financial planning and
analysis, tax, treasury, real estate, procurement and administration
functions, as well as the company’s technology operations. Martell
has more than 25 years of experience, including public company
CFO, chief operating officer and general management positions in the
marketing and business information industries. Most recently, Martell
was president and chief executive officer of the Western Institutional
Review Board, a global provider of ethical and regulatory
assessments and oversight of clinical trials undertaken by major academic institutions and
medical centers, as well as pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device companies.
His experience also includes 11 years at ACNielsen where he attained the position of chief
operating officer and 15 years in a variety of financial leadership roles at the General
Electric Co. Martell holds a B.S. in accounting from Villanova University.

Mike McGee
Discovery Science Center, Santa Ana

Mike McGee is the executive in charge of opening a new Discovery Science Center
museum in Los Angeles and converting the company from a single location entity to a
corporate operation with multiple operating locations and governing boards. In effort to attain
this goal, McGee secured $44 million in capital for the project; created a governance
structure for the company — including a new board of directors for Los Angeles and a
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corporate governing board over all DSC entities, to maximize local
philanthropy in L.A. while ensuring consistency in the overall DSC
brand and minimizing legal and financial risk to DSC in Santa Ana;
and developed a centralized shared services center for support
services such as accounting, HR, payroll, IT, marketing, and executive
leadership to save over $2 million per year in redundant costs. In
addition, McGee has obtained $26 million in financing for DSC Santa
Ana’s campus expansion. Discovery Science Center is a nonprofit
organization dedicated to educating young minds, assisting teachers
and increasing public understanding of science, math and technology
through interactive exhibits and programs.

Rich Mullin
Mophie Inc., Tustin

Rich Mullin has over 25 years of senior management experience in
public accounting and industry. As the chief financial officer of Mophie,
an award-winning designer and manufacturer of mobile intelligent
devices and accessories, Mullin has led multiple debt refinancing
rounds; assisted in the first private equity offering; built the
accounting, tax and finance group to support more than $250 million
in sales; and led the company’s global restructuring to expand
international business and minimize effective tax rates. Prior to joining
Mophie, Mullin was CFO of Miscor Group Ltd. Mullin received his BBA
in finance and business economics from the University of Notre
Dame.

Mydung Nachman
Brand Affinity Technologies, Irvine

Mydung Nachman brings over 16 years of corporate finance,
accounting, corporate development, legal and M&A expertise to
Brand Affinity Technologies, with both domestic and international
experience. Prior to joining Brand Affinity Technologies in 2007,
Nachman was senior director of corporate development for
Ticketmaster, where she managed domestic and international
strategic alliances, M&A, and joint venture initiatives for the company.
Prior to Ticketmaster, Nachman held positions with the investment
banking divisions at Deutsche Bank Securities Inc., where she was a
vice president in the Tech M&A group, and Credit Suisse First Boston.
Nachman was also a CPA with KPMG Peat Marwick. Nachman earned her J.D. and MBA
degrees from UCLA and graduated cum laude from the Wharton School at the University of
Pennsylvania. Brand Affinity Technologies, founded in 2007, is a technology and marketing
services company focused on activating, engaging and monetizing the fan. The company’s
offerings power highly targeted and interactive 360-degree, fan-centric experiences and
promotions.

Christopher Panichi
Brinderson LP, Costa Mesa

Christopher Panichi joined Brinderson in 2011 as chief financial
officer with responsibility for the company’s treasury, compliance and
information systems. Within 18 months of joining Brinderson, Panichi
successfully completed a full turnaround of the company, which had
been materially impacted by the Great Recession. This included the
restructuring of all divisions and diversification of industry verticals.
Having served as either a CFO or COO over the past ten years,
Panichi leveraged his experience and professionalism to significantly
improve the company’s financial reporting, internal controls and
benefits offering to the company’s 2,000 employees. In 2013, Panichi
not only successfully led the full implementation of the company’s enterprise resource
management system but was also integral to the $150 million acquisition of Brinderson by
Aegion Corp. Brinderson is a full-service engineering, procurement, construction,
maintenance and turnaround company serving the energy sector in the Western United
States.

Steve Price
Lazy Dog Restaurant & Bar, Huntington Beach

Steve Price began his career with Lazy Dog in the summer of 2003,
opening the company’s first restaurant in Huntington Beach, Calif. as
a manager. After graduating from Long Beach State, Price became
the assistant general manager at the Huntington Beach restaurant. In
2006, he was given the opportunity to open the second Lazy Dog
restaurant in Torrance, Calif. as the general manager. In Torrance, he
led the management team in creating the new restaurant opening
training materials that would later become the template for all future
Lazy Dog openings. In March 2008, with his years of operational
experience along with his educational background, Price left the
Torrance team to become the company’s controller. Since 2008, he has grown in his role,
becoming the chief financial officer. Price is responsible for financing, accounting, payroll,
taxes, risk management, insurance, investor relationships, budgeting and strategic
planning.

Kent Ratzlaff
Niagara Bottling LLC, Irvine/Ontario

Kent Ratzlaff has been an integral member of Niagara Bottling
LLC’s executive leadership for the past 10 years. As chief financial
officer, Ratzlaff oversees the finance and accounting department, and
brings more than 20 years of hands-on experience in the field of
accounting, finance and tax. Starting his career in corporate
accounting at Fidelity National Title, Ratzlaff then worked nearly 10
years with the CPA firm, McGladrey. Ratzlaff currently oversees
Niagara’s accounting functions, tax compliance and planning for the
company and the stakeholders, and is responsible for establishing
credit facilities and treasury management capabilities, as well as

developing strategic analytical tools to help the company navigate complex growth models.
In addition, Ratzlaff oversaw the IT department for nine years and was instrumental in the
implementation of a major ERP system, networking technologies and data center build outs.
During his tenure at Niagara Bottling, Ratzlaff has helped the company scale to the second
largest bottled water company in the U.S. The company is currently building its thirteenth
manufacturing facility in the United States and employs nearly 2,000 people.

Dawn Reese
The Wooden Floor, Santa Ana

Dawn Reese joined The Wooden Floor as its chief financial officer in
2009. During this time, she successfully led the organization through the
challenging climate of the nation’s financial turmoil. She ensured that
The Wooden Floor not only emerged unscathed, but also that it saw
growth in the annual revenue it received from donations. Reese is a
strong advocate of utilizing the organization’s forward funding model,
which allows her to forecast the financial health of the organization
almost a full year in advance and easily plan for additions and
reductions to areas as needed. Since becoming The Wooden Floor’s
executive director and co-CEO in 2012, Reese still acts in her capacity
as CFO. Reese has brought with her much-needed financial forethought and stability to The
Wooden Floor and thanks to her planning, both for the organization’s programs and also for
the benefits of its employees, Reese has seen a two-year period with 100 percent retention of
employees. Reese has risen to meet the challenges of a being a CFO in the nonprofit sector.
She has been a strong advocate to others in her profession for the need to development
strategic business plans, a rarity in the nonprofit sector. The Wooden Floor is a nonprofit
created in 1983, which annually gives underserved California youth tools to live fuller, healthier
lives through dance.

Lonny Robinson
PacTrust Bank, Irvine

Lonny Robinson has approximately 30 years of extensive banking
experience, most of it at the executive management and chief financial
officer level. He has been involved in seven successful capital raising
experiences, including one IPO. Robinson presently serves as the CFO
and EVP of PactTrust Bank and Private Bank of California, a combined
asset base in excess of $3 billion. He is also the chief accounting officer
for the Holding Company Banc of California. He started with the Bank
and Company in November 2012. During this time the Company has
grown from $1.7 billion in assets to in excess of $3 billion in assets. He
is involved with the SEC financial reporting of the Company and the
financial reporting and accounting oversight of both subsidiary banks. He serves on executive
management committee of the Banks and ALCO committees as well. Robinson was involved
in a debt offering in December 2012, and more recently, a common and preferred stock raise
in June 2013.

Larry Rosolowski
Razor USA LLC, Cerritos

Larry Rosolowski is currently the chief financial officer of Razor USA
LLC, where he manages finance, accounting, treasury, information
technology, risk management and human resources. Razor was started
in July 2000 and was at the forefront of the scooter craze among kids in
the U.S. that year. Since joining Razor in 2006, Rosolowski has
continually developed his staff’s capabilities to support Razor’s
tremendous growth over the last six years. Growth has come not only
from new product offerings and new domestic customers, but also from
international expansion, bringing a whole new set of challenges to the
Razor finance team. Rosolowski has solidified the company’s banking
relationships to ensure an adequate flow of capital to purchase inventory for the holiday
shipping season. In addition, he has mitigated Razor’s product cost increases driven by
China’s appreciating currency (CNH) through the utilization of foreign currency forward
contracts. Rosolowski earned his MBA at the Ross School of Business, University of Michigan,
and his B.S. in chemistry and Master of Accountancy degrees at Ohio State University.

Gary Roth
United Capital Financial Advisers, Newport Beach

As chief financial officer of United Capital Financial Advisers, Gary
Roth is responsible for execution of the company’s business plan and
for coordination among the key operational functions of the company.
He serves on the executive committee and on the board of directors of
United Capital. During his tenure, Roth has completed 50 mergers and
acquisitions from 2006 through 2013; led company growth, which
included an increase in employee headcount from 60 people to 360
and expanding from 5 locations to 47 offices; and oversaw a year-over-
year revenue growth of 60 percent in 2009. United Capital is now
positioned to execute on plan for rapid growth by 2018 based on
existing financial structure without requiring any additional investor
dilution. Prior to joining the organization, Roth was a co-founder and senior executive of
AssureNet Ltd. United Capital Financial Advisers is one of the fastest-growing and innovative
financial planning firms with offices throughout the country.

Kevin Rubin
MSC Software Corp., Newport Beach

Kevin Rubin was recruited to MSC Software as part of a major
turnaround. During his tenure, Rubin has led and executed two large
dividend recapitalizations returning nearly $250 million back to equity
holders. In conjunction with both recapitalizations, he renegotiated more
favorable covenants and other debt terms and conditions. He also led
and managed active merger and acquisition processes with no less than
20 acquisition targets including evaluating potential targets, developing
valuation and synergy models, and formulating purchase and
consideration structures. Rubin conceived and continues to lead
ongoing implementation of global tax optimization strategies including
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moving intellectual property to low international tax jurisdictions achieving low- to mid-double-
digit effective tax rates, optimizing transfer pricing strategies and maximizing cash flow. MSC
Software is one of the ten original software companies and the worldwide leader in
multidiscipline simulation. MSC Software helps companies improve quality, save time and
reduce costs associated with design and test of manufactured products.

Ed Salvador
St. Jude Medical Center, Fullerton

Ed Salvador is a finance executive with 20 years of experience in
financial reporting, revenue cycle management, program performance
assessment, and development of information systems in a highly
competitive marketplace of healthcare organizations and community
hospitals. Salvador has been the chief financial officer of St. Jude
Medical Center since 2008. In his role, he provides financial oversight
and strategic direction. He is also responsible for accounting, decision
support, health information management, materials management,
patient access and patient financial services. In his time with St. Jude,
Salvador has implemented productivity benchmarks that resulted in
achieving top quartile staffing ratios and a savings of $20 million in salary expense; initiated
consistent business office reviews, decreasing accounts receivable days from 60 to 44 and
increasing average monthly cash collections; and used the Toyota Lean methodology to build
and cascade strategic initiatives to all levels of the finance division.

Kathleen Scatton
Alzheimer’s Association, Irvine

Kathleen Scatton is not one to shy away from a challenge and
regularly tackles large projects head-on. In the last year, Alzheimer’s
Association received an incredible estate gift. The amount of
responsibility and paperwork that comes with such a gift would be
overwhelming to most, but undaunted, Scatton faced the challenge.
This transformational gift came with numerous roadblocks, but also
resulted in the organization’s ability to purchase and rehabilitate a
building. Throughout it all, Scatton remained steadfast and organized,
resulting in Alzheimer’s Association’s clean audit and on-time or early
delivery of financials to the finance committee and board. The influx of
new dollars also resulted in a high level of organizational change necessitating the
reorganization of all administrative policies and procedures. Scatton has created and
implemented the needed changes seamlessly. Scatton is acknowledged repeatedly by her
peers within the organization as a “team player.” While her position often calls for her to be
the bearer of bad news, she does so in a way that engenders loyalty and positive spirit.

Colin T. Severn
William Lyon Homes, Newport Beach

Colin Severn is vice president and chief financial officer of William Lyon Homes. He joined
the company as financial controller in December 2003, and served in that role until April

2009. Since then, Severn served as vice president, corporate
controller and corporate secretary until his promotion to CFO by
approval of the board of directors of the company in August 2009.
Severn oversees the company’s accounting and finance, treasury and
investor relations functions. Under Severn’s guidance, William Lyon
Homes has been able to attract key strategic investors and his
leadership has been invaluable in helping position the company for
significant future success and growth. Severn is a CPA (inactive) and
has more than 17 years of experience in real estate accounting and
finance, including positions with an international accounting firm, and
other real estate and homebuilding companies. Severn holds a B.A. in business
administration with concentrations in accounting and finance from California State
University, Fullerton. William Lyon Homes and subsidiaries are primarily engaged in the
design, construction and sale of single family detached and attached homes in California,
Arizona and Nevada.

Guita Sharifi
Alzheimer’s Family Services Center, Huntington Beach

Guita Sharifi joined Alzheimer’s Family Services Center (AFSC) as
chief financial officer in August 2011. Sharifi has worked and
volunteered in the non-profit sector since 2000. An impassioned
volunteer and mother of four, in her spare time she serves as treasurer
on the board of directors for several non-profit community
organizations, providing fiscal oversight. Her passion and advocacy for
Alzheimer’s began 10 years ago, when her mother was diagnosed
with early onset dementia. Prior to joining AFSC, Sharifi worked in
executive-level positions at several health care and non-profit
organizations. Notable is her eight years as CFO for Western Youth
Services, one of the largest community mental health service providers for the Orange
County Healthcare Agency. In this role, she managed finance and operations, developed
multiple government program operating budgets and prepared required regulatory reports,
generated creative financing alternatives for program enhancements and/or expansions,
and participated in extensive collaboration between agency management and the county.
Sharifi holds a master’s degree through the Presidents and Key Executives MBA program
from Pepperdine University and a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration from
Eastern Michigan University.

Richard Shields
Quiksilver Inc., Huntington Beach

Richard Shields became Quiksilver’s chief financial officer in May
2012. In his time with the company, Shields has divested Quiksilver’s
snowboard business for $51 million; spearheaded a private offering of
$500 million senior notes, redeemed all of the company’s soon-to-
mature senior notes and repaid its existing term loan in full;
completed the rollout of SAP in North America and Europe, and
launched the SAP roll out in Asia and Australia; developed the
company’s three fundamental strategies for improving operating
performance; and increased the company’s USA credit facilities by
$60 million. Shields joined Quiksilver from Oakley Inc., where he had
served as chief financial officer since 2005. He received a B.A. from Eastern Washington
University and an MBA from the University of Notre Dame. Quiksilver Inc. is one of the
world’s largest manufacturers of surfwear and other boardsport-related equipment.

Sam Sippl
Mirth Corp., Irvine

Sam Sippl has approximately 13 years of progressive experience in
executive management, private equity, mergers and acquisitions
advisory, and public accounting with a focus on growing businesses in
the lower middle market. Currently serving as the chief financial officer
of Mirth Corp., Sippl is responsible for managing financial risk,
planning, accounting, reporting, taxes, treasury, corporate
governance, insurance, human resources and the business divestiture
process that culminated with the acquisition by Quality Systems Inc. in
September 2013. Prior to joining Mirth, Sippl was a vice president with
Marwit Capital, a private equity firm with $200 million in equity capital
under management. While with Marwit, Sippl was engaged in all investment aspects and
had significant involvement in supporting the management of portfolio companies. Sippl is a
Certified Public Accountant (inactive) in the state of California and holds a bachelor’s degree
from the University of Colorado. Mirth is a global leader in Health Information Technology,
delivering solutions that dramatically reduce the time, cost and technology barriers to
healthcare transformation.

Suzi Smith
Coast Floors Inc., Irvine

Suzi Smith currently serves as the chief financial officer of Coast
Floors Inc. and has been with the company since September 2010. As
the CFO, she has established regular financial reporting, helped
revamp the officer pay schedule, established systems and controls to
increase profitability, helped turn operating loss into operating profit,
and has helped the company’s growth and stability. Prior to joining
Coast Floors, Smith was the full charge bookkeeper for Vital Systems
Inc. in Stillwater, Minn. where she performed all bookkeeping
functions of multiple accounts with annual incomes from $50,000 to
$2.5 million. Smith received her B.S. in business from St Mary’s
College of Moraga. Coast Floors has earned a reputation as one of California’s premier
commercial floor covering companies, providing comprehensive sales and installation
services throughout California. Coast Floors is a third generation family owned and operated
company with a track record spanning more than 26 years.

Paul Soth
Spectrum Group International, Irvine

When Paul Soth accepted the chief financial officer position at Spectrum Group

“You will always be CFO 
OF THE YEAR in our book!”
—From Your Fluidmaster Fans

Congratulations

STEVE DIXON
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International in March 2010, he knew he was in for a challenge as the
company had gone through several CFOs/controllers since the SEC
investigation began in 2006. Additionally, the company experienced
significant accounting personnel departures which assisted in leading
to many of the material weaknesses disclosed in the June 30, 2009,
Form 10K. With his public company background, including recent
experience at Caesar’s/Harrah’s Entertainment in Las Vegas, Soth
was ready to implement positive change and help turn the company
around. In the past 12 months, Soth has successfully convinced
operations to consolidate the collectible coin business segments,
creating higher profit margins and significant efficiencies in transactional reporting which
has reduced overall general and administrative expenses by $2.2 million. He has also
supervised and helped architect a new auction system, a new website for the company’s
collectibles coin business and implemented new enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system. Spectrum Group International is a global trading and collectibles network. The
company is a trader of precious metal products such as gold, silver, platinum, and
palladium, and an auctioneer of coins and wine.

Todd Taylor
Impac Mortgage Holdings Inc., Irvine

Todd Taylor began his career in mortgage banking industry in 1992,
when he started as a staff accountant for Imperial Credit Industries
Inc., a local Orange County mortgage banking firm that was the
predecessor of Impac Mortgage. While at Imperial Credit, Taylor also
completed his B.A. in business from California State University at
Fullerton. In 1998, Taylor had an opportunity to join a newly
established commercial mortgage lending firm, an affiliate of Impac
Mortgage, as the VP and controller, where he established accounting
procedures and internal controls, and helped the firm to complete a
public offering in raising over $50 million. In 2000, the controlling
interest in the firm was acquired by another company based in New York City. Taylor joined
Impac in 2004 as the SVP, controller responsible for all accounting, reporting and financial
controls, including preparing the organization for implementation of SOX controls. In
February 2008, Taylor was promoted to EVP and CFO. Impac Mortgage Holdings Inc. offers
consumer and wholesale lending, title, escrow and REO services.

Thomas Varvaro
ChromaDex, Irvine

Tom Varvaro has more than 18 years of finance and operational
experience. Prior to joining ChromaDex®, he served as CFO for Fast
Heat Inc., a global supplier to the plastics, HVAC, packaging and food
processing industries. Varvaro’s hands-on experience in integrating
acquisitions and overseeing new facility startups has provided him with
a strong background in intellectual property, contract and employment
law. At ChromaDex, he has participated in three rounds of financings,

raising over $25 million; implemented the company’s first ERP system and subsequently,
ChromaDex’s current system three years later to accommodate growth; and negotiated and
managed joint venture and contract relationship with Fortune 500 partners. He also has
extensive experience with information technology, having held leadership roles in this arena as
well. Varvaro holds a B.S. in accounting from the University of Illinois, Urbana.

Donald Voska
Goodwill of Orange County, Santa Ana

Donald Voska is responsible for all activities related to corporate
finance, investment, accounting, reporting, reconciliation, payroll,
purchasing and taxation at Goodwill of Orange County. Voska also
oversees corporate finance for Landmark Services Inc., a 501(c)(3)
non-profit corporation that supports people with severe disabilities.
Landmark Services exists to perform services for the federal
government in the form of federal set-aside contracts for people with
severe disabilities. Financial statements are presented as “Combined
Financials” for the two entities and his work at Goodwill are
accomplishments for the combined organizations. Voska successfully
manages finance across Goodwill of Orange County’s diverse set of
businesses which include, but is not limited to, 22 retail stores across Orange County; the
Goodwill Marketplace, the organization’s retail outlet; and shopgoodwill.org, an auction-
based site managed by Goodwill of Orange County. Since 2009, Voska has made critical
decisions to ensure Goodwill of Orange County generated net income each year, never
suffering a bottom line loss. Although he was forced to make certain cuts amid the
recession, Voska has been able to bring back all previously eliminated wages and benefits.
He also developed and implemented strategy to save the corporation more than $250,000 in
cash outflows in 2013.

Andre Wright
Verify Inc., Irvine

Verify is the global leader in supplier performance management
solutions. The company envisions and enables a world where
suppliers deliver quality product on time. In establishing this vision, the
executive team at Verify has successfully developed and executed on
its strategic business plans over the last six years. During this period,
Verify has increased revenues organically at ~15 percent CAGR,
invested in increasing fully operational international office locations,
developed first to market new service products including customer
facing systems and applications, built a robust senior management
leadership team, in-process ERP implementation execution, and
continued to focus on ensuring its customers’ supply chains operate
effectively. Andre Wright has been an integral part of the executive team that has fueled the
company’s overall development. Wright joined Verify in January 2007, having previously
worked at Ernst & Young; he holds a master’s degree from the University of Notre Dame,
and is a member of Vistage’s chief executive group.
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